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PREFACE
Evan In War-Tine Aaerlca there la a large listening audience
which doea net willingly respond to a direct approach far partici-
pation In various problems connected with the war effort. The
potential strength of this passive audience has not been recog-
nizee because It la not affiliated with organizations and doea
not seem to be Influenced br editorials and current comment.
This is neither an illiterate nor an uneducated audience; it la
an audience which gives promise of being reachad more effective-
ly through radio's narrative appeal than through an enumeration
of facts preaented by lecturers or by printed matter.
It is thought that by use of fact and atory the listener
may identify himself with the characters "nd become aware of his
importance as an Individual and his responsibilities aa a citi-
zen.
The approaoh is not new for it is a literary device of res-
pectable antiquity. The Parables of the Bible uaed humanistic
stories to teach great trut' s. Aesops' Fables presented social
precepts and maxims in brief and witty stories. Swift's
Gulliver' a Travels epitomized the abuses of government in a
story of fanciful geography.
There are twelve radio soripta. Each script Is a complete
unit and deals with one specifio phase of American living.
In medioal phraseology, thess are case histories of symptomatic
disorders of the body politic. They deal with the dangers of:
Loose Talk; Reckless Spending; War Bonds; Income Tax; Black Mar-
kets; Sacrifioe; Tnbotage; Inflationary Buying; Manpower Shortage;
Our Good Neighbors; Complacency; and Inflationary Living Stand-
ards.
Many of the references came from the Offiee of War Informa-
tion, The Information Program on Economic Stabilization to Keep
Down the Cost of Living —- Appendix I, III, IV and V, also the
same programs' Edition II. Much Information was taken from
current magazines, newspapers and fact sheets; these sources in-
cluded the Klplinger Letter, Saturday Evening Post, Readers' Di-
gest, Kansas City Star, Topeka Capital-Journal, Chicago Tribune,
and New York Times. A great deal of information came through dis-
cussions with persons who spoke with authority in their respect-
ive fields J. H. Mohler, Director of the State Board of Ag-
riculture; Pete Lundgren, Director of the State Labor Board;
bankers; business men; newspaper personnel; waitresses; aircraft
workers; men and women on the street, in trains, and wherever
conversation might lead toward Information in regard to current
trends.
These scripts, under the title, "Facing the Facts", in
1944 were produced by the Student Broadcasters over station KSAC,
the broadcasting station of Kansas State College of Agriculture
and Applied Science.
Sincere appreciation is expressed to Professor H. Miles
Heberer for his interest and assistance throughout the prepara-
tion of this series of radio continuities and to Dr. J. E. Aokert,
Dean of the Graduate School, for guidance and counsel.
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SCRIPT I LOOSE TALK
UP AND OUT
SOUND
LUCY:
KAY:
LUCY:
KAY:
ANNOUNCERt
FBI:
STOTTS
:
FBI:
STOTTS:
FBI:
TELEPHONE BELL TWICE
Hello »
(FILTER) Hello, Luoy —— have you seen the morn-
ing paper? --— Isn't It dreadful?
That story about the loose talk right here in
this country —— people giving away secrets
Yes -— why I never dreamed that (FADE) sort of
thing would happen
So Americans are facing the problems created by the
war ~- loose talk --- sabotage --- inflation —
espionage --- we are fighting on the home front ---
and we are succeeding — How are we doing? —
Well, there is one best way to find out — FACE
TOE FACTS — ourselves — Just the other day in
Washington -—talking in a hotel room, were two
men --- one was an inventor — (FADE) -- the other
a representative of the FBI —
You brought the plans — and no one knows you are
here? —
-
That's right - the plans are here in this brief
case.
Does anybody know you left for Washington?
No ~ I drove my car to the airport -- so a taxi
driver couldn't be questioned.
You left your car at the airport?
* Dashes Indicate length of pause
STOTTS
!
FBI I
STOTTS!
FBI:
STOTTS
t
FBI!
Well, no — as a matter of fact, Tony, our office
boy, drove me from the hotel ~ and I told him to
take the oar back to the garage and leave it —
Then someone did know you were leaving
Oh --- Tony doesn't know where I went « nor what
I'm here for -- Anyhow driving for me is not un-
usual — and he is loyalty itself.
I don't like it.
(LAUGHS) Oh -- you fellows are susploiouo of every-
thing —- but its your job — this time you can re-
lax -- I'm here, the plans are here and ready to go.
Right. You have an appointment with the General in
fifteen minutes. After his Interview, we'll see
the others, -~ You're In for a day of it —
—
We'd better start.
MUSIC
SOUND! CHEAP JOINT JUKE BOX — RAUCOUS VOICES.
MAY! Hi, Grace —— gosh — why the get-up?
GRACF.i Aw — tie it up, May let's have some change —
-
I wanna use the pay 'phone.
BATl Well -- lookit her -- waddya mean high-hattln' us ~
- and a twenty she wants change for — gee —
GRACE! Lay off, will ya? I've got work to do.
MAY! Yeah — dirty work.
SOUND! MONEY ON THE COUNTER
GRACE: Oh that'll take care of it
60PHD
I
DOOR CLOSE
SOUND;
GRACE:
SOUND:
PHONE LIFTED — NICKEL IN — DIAL OPERATOR
New Yourk, operator — 467875
much? —-- all right.
MONEY DROPPING INTO PHONE
How
GRACE
t
Hello — Louis? Yeah that's right
they're finished. —— only he took off this morn-
ing — that's what I said —— plane to Washing-
ton --- never mind how I found out — I did
sure ~- How can I be sure? —- well am I good
(SARCASTIC) in your opinion or ain't I — ok
— Just to ease your nerves -- I went right to the
office and got all the stuff direct — yeah from a
dumb little dope sit tin' there with all the facts
— yeah — I Just (FADE) walked right in and there
she was —
BOUND! PBX BOARD
TRIXIEt Cunningham, Bryant, Crawford and Stotts — Just a
moment please -- Can I do something for you?
GRACE: (VERY CHARMING) I hope so —- , the employment bur-
eau sent me over.
TRIXIEj Employment bureau — why we haven't any places that
I know of -
—
GRACE: That's queer, isn't it —— and I was so in hopes
that it was Mr. Stotts who needed someone.
TRIXIEi You know Mr. Stotts?
ORACEi Indeed I do —- He is originally from my home town
— Mother and Dad Just adore him —
—
TRIXIE:
GRACE:
TRIXIE:
GRACE!
TRIXIE:
GRACE J
TRIXIE:
GRACE:
TRIXIE:
SOUND:
TRIXIE:
GRACE:
TRIXIE:
GRACE:
TRixn::
No* ain't that just like It — come to the big city
and the first Job you try to get Is with a man your
folks know ~ only there Isn't any job. —
—
I can't understand It —~ the employment office -—
-
Veil — they probably Just made a mistake — let me
see -- we did need someone about three months ago —
- gueBS they Just didn't take the card out of the
files
(SIGHS) Oh dear I'm so disappointed I would
so like to see Mr. Stotts — could I Just go in to
say "hello"?
lie's not In.
Will he be baok later — I can come back.
Well — I don't think it would do any good he's
out of town —
Will he be gone long?
I don't think so.
PBX BOARD
I'llCunningham, Bryant, Crawford and Stotts,
connect you.
'hen will he be back —- mother would never forgive
me if I had a chance to see him and didn't.
Well — I don't know -- you see-- oh, I don't think
Its so secret — and anyhow you're a friend of the
family but I think he's gone to Washington.
My — Is he so Important?
Well I guess he is ™
GRACE J What makes you think he's gone to Washington
TRIXIEt Well — my boy-friend ~ he works out In the mailing
room — helped Mr. Stotts take a lot of things up to
hie hotel yesterday -- and he told me that this morn-
ing, about 4 o'clock, Mr. Stotts called him out of
bed -- Oh Mr. Stotts depends a lot on him — to
drive him out to the air-port. — He couldn't get a
taxi*
GRACE
t
Your boy-friend must be a lot of help —
-
TRIXIEt Oh he Is and handsome too (GIGGLES) — I knew
all about Mr. Stotts leaving beoause my boy-friend
didn't take the car back to Mr. Stotts' garage until
he called for me this morning and took me to work --
- Oh he's sweet.
GRACE: Yea, he must be — and the Washington plane leaves at
five, doesn't ltT
TRIXI'.t Yeah — five-five. — So Mr. Stotts musta gone to
Washington —
—
ORACEl (LAUGHS) Your'e a regular Sherlock Holmes, aren't
you?
TRIXIEt Gee -- do you think so?
GRACEt Yes, I do —- You'd be a lot of help if you'd put
your mind to it — well thanks for everything —
TRIXIEi Gee — I haven't done anything — give me your ad-
dress, though -- and I will I'll have Mr. Stotts
oall you.
GRACEt Don't bother, thanks — I think I'm leaving town too
'bye
TRinffit
SOUND:
FBIt
STOTTS s
FBIt
STOTTS
t
FBI J
STOTTS
t
FBIt
ST0TT3:
Gee — that's funny
MUSIC
__
3h well
Everything's great, Stotta — the way the General
went for your plans was a joy to behold —— why
he acted as If he couldn't wait until you fellows
got into production.
He was mighty fine, wasn't he and don't ever
think he's the only one who can't wait to get into
production — I'm as anxious as a kid to get home
and get started.
We've made arrangements for you to leave on the 7j25
Flight in the morning. — How here is the schedule
— I'll take the plans — and get a -—
-
Hey — Wait a minute — you mean I 'm not to take
them back with me? Why Man — We've got to get
started tomorrow afternoon at the plant.
All right — all right — keep your shirt on -—
those plans will be at your office by noon tomorrow
— but Uncle Sam Is guarding them now — and we're
taking no chances ~ no plans in hotel rooms, Stotts
__— And don't worry —- An army plane will fly one
of us over with them.
Good Lord — Do you think I'm not big enough to get
them home -- I got them here, didn't I —
—
Sure you did -— but you might be followed.
Don't be foolish ——
-
ran
9
We're not — Just oautlous. — and if you need any
help — call the office —- someone will come over if
you need them — sure you don't want a bodyguard until
you take off?
STOTTS
:
I've told you I'm no infant — Of course I don't want
a bodyguard I'll take care of myself -~
FBI: Ok — You're the doctor
STOTTS Now I don't want to seem ungrateful you have been
grand to me — but a fellow Just doesn't want to —
—
PBIt SURE sure I know how you feel -— but the of-
fer still stands - So Long.
STOTTS t So Long and Thanks.
SOUND: DOOR CLOSE
SOUND
t
STOTTS WHT3TL2S HAPPILY
SOUND! KNOCK ON THE DOOR
SOUND: (STOTTS STOPS WHT3TT/IE0) OPKNS DOOR
STOTTS
«
What i« it?
LOUIE
«
Mr. Stotts?
STOTTS: Yes
LOUIE: Well, Mr. Stotts We have a little conversation
to make ---
STOTTS
:
T doubt that (PUSHES AT DOOR)
LOTIE
:
I think I'll come in
SOUND: DOOR CLOSE
STOTTS: THAT'S the Idea of that gun?
LOUIE: Just, to convince you that we are going to have a
little talk — Now, Mr. Stotts Give me the
plans —
10
STOTTS!
LOUIE I
STOTTS
:
LOUIE
t
STOTTS j
LOUIE t
STOTTS t
LOUIS t
STOTTS t
LOUIE t
STOTTS j
LOUIE »
What do you mean —
You know what I mean, Mr. Stotta the Plana you
brought to the War Department this morning.
How ~ How did you know —
Tut, tut, Mr. Stotta -— Don't he ohildish and sim-
ple — we have ways of knowing things we want to
know.
Well, You might as well put that gun away --- I don't
have them.
I'm not fooling, Mr. Stotts --- I want those plans
— and I mean to have them.
I tell you I haven't got them.
Where are they?
Safe in the oare of the Government -~ and I triad to
argue with them —
So you don't have the plans, Eh? -— Well, my friend,
you have them in your head -— the mind that thought
them can repeat Itself « and we are going to have
them -— put on your coat.
I couldn't remember the proportions — The intri-
cate development -- Its impossible.
That is enough -— Don't doubt that we have ways to
make you remember ™ now -« get on that coat —
take your hat --- now -- walk right down the hall
with me just like the friends we are — and remember
— if you don't, you and everyone around us who
Interferes will --- you understand, Mr. Stotts? Now
— Let us go.
u
MUSIC J UP AND OUT
SOUND
J
PBX BOARD
TRIXIEs Cunningham, Bryant, Crawford and Stotta (FADE) I'll
ring your party
BRYANTS Good morning, Trixies
TRIXIE: Good morning, Mr. Bryant
SOUNDS DOOR CLOSE
TRIXIE 5 Gee, Dellle I get goose pimples everytlme the boss
oomes through here —- ain't ho the handsome one
though —-
d: ;:ls (LAUGHS) Oh Trlxie —you get goose pimples everytlme
any good looking fellow goes through —
TRIXIE s Yeah ~ and none of 'em ever give me a tumble
.
DELS Well, why should they? -— You're here to do a job.
dear*
TRIXIE t But when I was home — In Elllnwood Palls, I was the
prettiest girl In school and all the boys gave
me a rush —
—
DELS There's a lot of competition around here, pet.
SOUNDS PBX BOARD
TRIXIE s Yeah - I've found that out — Cunningham, Bryant,
Crawford and Stotts. --- Just a moment please —
~
Gee — you can't understand — you're his pri-
vate secretary --- gosh you're lucky.
DKL: DON'T be silly
TRIXIE s Yes sir Delilah Palmer the luckiest girl
in town —
—
DFX J Look, Trixie —— I've got e Job to do -— and I'm
trying to do it — right now its more Important
than anything else in the world — we're both
lucky to be right here in this office — where
things are happening and we can be a part in the war
__— anything elae doesn't matter right now, Trixie
12
SOPHDl BUZZE R — TTCICE
TRIXIE: There's Mr. Bryant's buzeer —
—
DEL: Yes --- for me —
—
TRIXIEt Hey —•-- wait a minute --- what did you mean —
-
SOUND: POOR CLOSE
DEL: Mr. Bryant —— did you want me?
BRYANT: Well —— I Just wanted to ask —— what time do
you have?
DEL: It's 9:20.
BRYANT: Ummm — thought my watch must have stopped --- we
should have heard from Stotts by this time ™ he
intended to fly back early this morning. — He sure-
ly would have called in if his plans had changed.
DEL: Maybe he had to Interview more people than he
thought would be necessary —— you know —- red
tape.
BRYANT: Of oourse — but I've a feeling that things aren't
right somehow --
DEL: Psychic, Mr. Bryant?
X5
BRYANT: (CHUCKLES) Guess I Bound like a fuzzy maiden Aunt
— Check with Trixie, will you. Miss Palmer? Tell
her to give any call from Stotts right-of-way.—
I'll be out in the plant.
Dll Yea, Mr. Bryant.
SOUND: DOOR CLOSE
H&l Trixie -- Mr. Bryant wants any call from Mr. Stotta
RUSHED.
TRIXIF,: Isn't he hack yet?
H&l What do you mean?
TRIXIEt Well, didn't he go to Washington yesterday morning?
DELt How did you know that?
TRIXIEt Wall — I didn't know — really — but I put two and
two together ~
DEL: and got five. Trixie -- Mr. Stotta went to Washing-
ton on a very important and secret mission. No one
was to know where he was —
TRIXIEt Oh — Goah—
—
DEL: YOU didn't tell anyone did you
TRIXIEt Well — No one but —
SOUND: PBX BOARD
TRIXIE: Cunningham, Bryant, Crawford and Stotts — just a
moment —
DEL: Trixie — Tell me — did you mention that Mr. Stotts
was in Washington -—
TRIXIEt Well - only to that girl who came in for a job — from
his home town -
—
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DELt Job — We didn't have a place for anyone—
TRIXIEt That's what I told her — but the employment bureau
aent her over — and
DELt But we haven't asked them for over three months to
get us someone---
TRIXIEt That's what I said — but It Just happened that she
was from Mr. Stotts home town — and her folks knew
him -- and she wanted to say "Hello" to him even if
there wasn't a job open ~ and —
DELt And you told her that he wasn't in town and that he
had gone to Washington — how did you know that?
TRIXIEt Well — Tony took him to the airport about the time
that the plane went to Washington — and I Just put
two and two together — and I was right too, —
that girl said I was a regular Sherlock Holmes —
.
DELt Oh Trixie -— how could you --— Mr. Stotts —
SOUND
t
PBX BOARD
TRIXIEt Cunningham, Bryant, Crawford and Stotts --- Police
Department — Washington Just a moment —
—
Del --- Del — Its the police department In Wash-
ington.
30TOD
;
PBX PLUG IN
TRIXIEt Is Mr. Bryant there? Thank you
SOUND: PBX PLUG OUT AND IN
TRIXIEt
SOuTOl
Is Mr. Bryant there? — Have you seen him? Thank
you.
PBX PLUG OUa' AMD IN
15
TRIXIEs la Mr. Bryant there? — Will you please tell him
that the call he is waiting for is in Miss
Palmer is holding it in his office
SOUND!
TRIXIEi
PBX BOARD
Cunningham, Bryant, Crawford and Stotte -— Just a
moment —
SOUNDS DOOR OPEN AND SHUT
BRYANT
:
I came on the run —
DELt Hello —- Hello Washington -— Mr. Bryant is ready
on your call — They're on, Mr. Bryant —
-
BRYANTS Thanks Hello Who? Police Department
__» why — yes yes, Stotts did — yesterday
morning yes —— Oh no — It couldn't happen
--- when —- when did you find him —--. ----
Yes, we'll make all arrangements — thank you ~
-- good bye.
SOUNDS PHONE UP
DF.Ls What is it —— What's the matter?
BRYANT s Stotts Stotts is dead They found him this
morning.
DFXs Oh Trlxie
BRYANTS What's that?
DELS N-no thing»
BRYANTS What do you know -—— anything at all may help us
discover the murderer.
DELS Mr. Bryant, —— Trixie didn't mean a thing I
know she didn't --— she's loyal — she Just put
16
DEL: two and two together (and she was right —
MUSIC 1 UP AMD OPT
SCRIPT II RECKLESS SPENDING
SOUND: TELEPHONE BELL — TWICE RECEIVER UP
TO MAS t Hello Oh, Joyce how are you? What?
shopping why I'd love to what time? Yes I
can get ready by then. — You know — I really
shouldn't —— well there honestly isn't a thing I
need right now (LAUGHS) — well I guess Its
Just the habit I got when we didn't have anything to
spend -— I always think of whether we need it —
Instead of whether we want it — Well, all right —
I'll be ready — good bye.
SOUND: RECTIVER DOWN
MUSIC
:
ANN:
SOUNT:
Money to spend — and places to spend it — When goods
are scarce — prices to up —- and the surest way to
make goods scarce is reckless buying, -— buying things
that aren't absolutely neoessary. -- Let's see if
we are guilty of extravagance -- Let's stand back and
look at ourselves, that is hard to do — but we have
to FACE THE FACTS — Let's take a look at Tim Roy-
sten's family. Now there is a fine family —
—
A few years ago they were getting along on mighty lit-
tle — but they were happy I remember Eess Roy-
sten's birthday party one year —-- (FADE) Bess,
that's Tim's wife, wasn't home when they got there —
CAR MOTOR UP AND OUT
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TIM:
SALLY!
LOU:
SALLY:
TIM:
LOU:
SALLY:
TIM:
BOTH
:
TIM:
SALLY:
LOU:
TIM:
LOU:
TIM:
MUSIC
HI ya Kide:
Daddy
Hi Daddy d'ya know what day this Is?
Oh Daddy you do —- I oan tell
Sure I do —— It's Mommle's birthday. --- And what
do you think
Betoha you brought home a new dress for her
Bet It's a ooat -—
-
Nope --- couldn't afford 'em — but I got a pair of
gloves — and a pocket book -—
Let's see —— Let's see
Hold your horses We'll let Mommle open the
packages «
—
Walt — I'll get mine I got her a hanky
And Mine -— I got a manicure set —— Its not much -
- but it was the best I could find at the dime store
Why, that's swell — we oan't apend a lot of money
— cause we don't have it — but we'll have some
sort of birthday for her anyhow —
C 'mon — I've got mine.
Mold on I almost forgot — Mrs. Gibbons sent
over a cake — its in the ear — I'll get It (FADE)
and then we'll all go in
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
BESS: What a nice birthday this is
SALLY Were you surprised -« were youT
LOU: We tried to act as if we weren't going to celebrate
18
BESS i
LOUl
BESS:
TIMt
BESS!
TIM:
BESS:
TIMt
ALL:
MUSIC
I was never so surprised In my life
Oh Boy — Isn't this cake good — (MOUTH FULL) —
I could eat all night -
—
(LAUGHING) Well, don't try and anyhow wait
to tell us until we can understand you.
Veil, it wasn't much of a birthday — I wish you
could have had some of the nice things that we'd like
for you tc have.
It was a lovely birthday -— and my presents are as
beautiful as any you could have gotten.
Never mind —- one of these days when the depres-
sion is over — by golly —— you'll have more than
remembrances and beautiful thoughts.
One of these days -- when the depression is over -
—
well -— we aren't on WPA, anyhow — and we'll get
along ——-.
Tttl — Maybe 1942 will bring us luck here's to
another birthday Bess —— and better times —-
—
(LAUGHING) Here's to better times —— more
birthdays — good luck —
-
ANNOUNCF.Ri Then December 7th, 1941, came. The fateful Sunday
that changed the lives of millions of Americans.
WAR with all its Implications. Munitions to be
made, construction to be undertaken — work —- work
and jobs to be done. The world tragedy brought the
change that Time had wished for -— not in the way
19
ANNOUNCER! that Tim had wished it but Tim is cashing in —
SOUND! HAMMERS HEAVY MACli INERY ACTIVITY OF A BIG SHOP
UP AND OVER
TIM! All right boys — knock off — this was a great
day's work -
—
SOUND
i
GRADUALLY SLOW IN'? DOWN MACHINES OFF
TIM! So long fellows gotta hurry my wife drove
down to meet me tonight —(PAUSE)
SOUND! MOTOR UP AND UNDER
TIM! Gee is this car sweet — sure set me hack —- but
when there's a chance to get a car like this one —
-
a guy's a chump to miss it.
BESS! It's beautiful too ~ oh — its so much fun to be
able to have all the things we used to do without.
TIM! Well — - you did a pretty swell job of doing with-
out for a long time, honey — now the sky's the
limit
BESS! What do you mean -—
TIM!
BESS! (LAUGHING) — I can tell — right from the look on
your face -— You got another raise.
TIMt That I did — I'm head for man the boss said I
was worth two men —--
-
BESSi That's little of him you're worth ten
TIMl Thanks, Pal —— but two to the boss is ok with me
--- and now we can really go to town. —— I was
a little worried about getting the car — but now
that'll be Just a beginning.
20
BESS
j
Tim — how much are you making now?
jfU : Pu-lenty — baby pu-lenty.
BESS
«
Tim —- let's go by town and get the girls those
sweaters they've been wanting.
TIM: Sweaters — sure — get 'em an outfit -— we're
celebrating.
BESSj You know, Tim — I think you're the most wonderful
husband a girl ever had —
—
TIM: Aw go on Honey I'm just trying to oateh up a
little on what we couldn't do a couple of years ago.
BESS i Tou know —- every once in a while I get to think-
ing —
—
TIM: (LAUGHS) Don't strain too much —-
—
BESS: Bo, really if the war hadn't come along
we wouldn't have ell this money to spend -—
TIM: Well, --— It did — and I was needed -— so what
----- I'm just getting paid for working now -—
BESS: Yes, I know -— but we're spending five times more
than we used to -—
TIM: Yeah — and I'm making five times more than I used
to.
BESS: But should we — really -—- Mrs. Hobaon was
talking about if people bought things now that we'd
have inflation and ---
TIM: Women and their talking -— now look, honey
We're Just one family — - just because I went my
family to have a few things we can afford now that
21
TIM
»
we couldn't before — Isn't going to hike prices
for the rest of the world relax — (FADE)
We're in the money.
SOUNDS
MUSIC UP ANE OUT (PAUSE)
SOUND: PBX BOARD
TRIXIEt Cunningham Bryant Crawford and Stotts —- Just a
moment — Gee, Del, ~— what's the matter with the
boss — he looks as if he is on a rampage.
DHLt (LAUGHS) Why Trlxle I didn't think you'd
ever suspect Mr. Bryant of ever doing that.
TRIXIEt Vi-e-11 —- I just meant that he looks awfully mad
about something.
DFX« He's not mad he's Just worried —- Mr. Peterson
Just left — you know the price expert he was
talking about how prices were going to be harder and
harder to keep level unless people stopped spending
so much.
TRIXIEJ Good gracious --- Is there so much money being
spent at all that?
DEL! (LAUGHS) — you ought to know-
TRIXIEJ Now look here, Del Palmer ™— that sounds like a
dirty crack — and if you mean me — I'll have
you know that ---
DEL! ALL right — all right -• but I guess I do mean
you — and all of us. I know that I'm buying more
things than I really need — got conscience
22
DELl stricken, Just Bitting in there listening to Mr.
Peterson.
SOUND: DOOR OPEN CLOSE PAST*
BRYANT
«
Miss Palmer I'm going over to the plant —
—
I'll he there if anyone wants me.
TRIXIEi Shall I ring the main offioe?
BRYANT l Yes, Trlxle I'll stay there for a while
—
want to talk to the foremen about some way to get
the boys to cut down on their spending — and their
families' spending.
DEL! You look like it's serious.
BRYANT 1 Serious I should say it is. — We're heading for
inflation. The spiral's already on the way -—
DEL! I'll have those reports ready for you to sign when
you come back, Mr. Bryant.
BRYANT
»
Fine I'll be in by noon.
SOUND! PBX BOARD
TRIXIEl Cunningham, Bryant, Crawford and Stotts I'll con-
nect you. Del you know that hat I was telling
you about — well I'm gonna buy it tomorrow — I
am taking the afternoon off to shop —
-
MUSIC
TIMl
UP AND OOT
Hiya Honey —-- ready to go
BESS! Just a second —• I have to lock the back door
TIM! Hurry up Clara and Trixle are waiting in the
car — thoy want to go shopping too.
BESS I Well -— I'm ready — be sure the door's locked
25
TIMt O.K.
SOUND: DOOR CLOSE
BES8I Hello girls isn't this fun? —— I'm so glad
you are going with us.
GIRLS
t
Hello Bess ~ Hello -— I wouldn't mias it — this
la grant — etc.
TIM: Everybody set?
SOUND
J
CAR DOOR CLOSE
SOUND: CAR MOTOR TTP AND UNDER
CLARA I've juat been waiting for a chanoe to go to the
city. Bob says that I can really give myself a
TRIXIEs Well I should think he would —« he's making more
money now than he ever has before—
CLARA! I should say he is ——(LAUGHS) why he paid more
income tax this year than he made in the last three
years.
TIM: (LAUGHS) Bet that burned him up—
CLARA
:
No, it didn't he said it was all right with him
—__ because if he hadn't made it — he wouldn't
have had to pay so much.
BESS: I don't understand —
—
TIM: Why its Just that he only had to pay a percentage of
his profit — see he got to keep the rest.
BESS: Oh I see — why that's right, isn't it —-
—
TIM: Bright girl — juat what did you think we were giv-
ing ourselves a time on these last months?
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TRIXIE: Ours not to reason why -—
CLARA
J
(LAUGHS) Oh Trixie you never reason why
TRI3IE: Well, who cares —- money is to buy things and
it oughta be kept in circulation.
TIM: Well, you're the girls who can do it its all
right with me too —
—
BESS J Prices are going up all the time we better lay
in as much as we can now, I think.
TRIXIEi Yeah you never know just when they're gonna ra-
tion something else.
CLARA : You don't have to worry gosh the way you
rounded up extra shoe coupons —
-
TRIXIE: (LAUGHS) I got ten extra — and did I ever have a
time deciding how to spend them got the job
done, though --•
—
TIM: I'm going to park at the filling station, girls —
do you mind walking?
CLARA
t
Don't he silly, Tim —— we could walk miles and nev-
er know it — if the things in the stores look good
enough —
—
TIM: Well after you women get through spending all your
money I'll meet you for dinner at the hotel —
how's that?
TRIXIE: Grand, Tim
MUSIC: UP ATJD OUT
WAITER: How many, sir?
TIM: Pour, please.
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WAITER
»
Right this way, sir.
BESS: This is fine —- and am I ever glad to sit down—
—
CLARA l Who said we wouldn't get tired shopping?
TRIXISf You did dear.
CLARA l I'm dead and my feet are killing me —
BESSl I wish I could slip off my shoes.
TRIXIEt I have got 'em tucked under the table enough —
-
I hope.
TIM: Well, outside of the foot-ease what do you girls
want -
—
BESSl I'm too tired to even think — You order, Tim —
CLARA: I never spent such a day — there wasn't a thing I'd
want to carry home
TRIHE: Yeah — not until you got into the really expensive
stuff ~ but after all it pays to buy good things in
the long run.
BESS: THAT'S what I've always thought — but clothes, shoes
~ everything like we used to get cost twice as much
CLARA: Not like we USED to get —— a coupld of years ago,
I mean
BESS: Well no —— but I want to forget — Tim calls them
the LEAN YEARS —
TRIXEE: You've been buying lots the last year though
BESSt Yes — and I've watohed the prices go up too
TIM: Do you want Beef Au Jus — Chicken a la King or
Steak
ALL: Steak (LATTOH)
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TIMJ Sorry I asked (LAUGH)
DESS« I simply can't understand why prices are so
high
you hear about ceilings and all —
CLARA
!
Maybe it has to do with this gradual spiral of
inflation »»«
TRIXIE 1 yeah my boss was talking about that the other day
he said that reckless spending would bring in-
flation but I didn't listen much — I was busy
and anyway —-— I wasn't spending recklessly —
BF.SSl Why you do too, Trixie you have more clothes
right now than you ever had —
TRIXIE: Well, sure —— but I've got more money too
A girl owes it to herself to look as well as she
can —
—
MUSIC: HOTI'L ORCKHSTPA UP UFO UNDER
BESSt Sometimes I wonder if we'll ever have to go through
the LEAH TEARS again but Tim says time to
worry about that when it comes
TRIXIE: That's Just the way I feel about it — Gee
That's a good band
TIM: It sure is -—- come on, Bess can your feet
take a little whirling?
BESSt (LAUGHS) Soon as I get this shoe on
TIM: OK Girls —— There's a dance coming up for each
of you if you take it.—
CLARA :
TRIXIE t Yeah — he's a great fellww— he really knows how
to live —
—
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MUSIC UP
ANNOUNCERS Well, there goes Tim having fun you bet
____ so are Clare and Bess and Trixie -—- shoot-
ing the works — They think they're not going to
raise prices for the whole nation —— Y»ell look
mm. Add up all the families like Tim's all over
the country —— spending their money at top speed
____ everybody wanting to buy things well there
Just aren't enough things for everybody to buy
so prices go up see what I mean? Oh Tim's a
fine fellow — loves his family —— wants them to
be comfortable and happy ——~ Is he making them
comfortable and happy? No ~ Just making it tough
____ Tough for him and tough for everybody else.
Because Tim's not really doing the best Job he can
for himself or America.
«USIC
SOUND t
WOHAHI
ANN:
SCRIPT III WAR BONDS
TELEPHONE BELL
Hello ~ yes I know, Mable there are people
right here In town who are doing the same thing —
-
yes —— well they are -— buying bonds and cash-
ing them In as fast as they can I know- yes
but do they know that—— I told Grace (FADE)
Just the other day.
Many Americans are realizing the seriousness of the
ANN:
SOUND;
TRIXIEt
AGENT
«
TRIXIEt
AGENT t
TRIXIEl
AGENT
t
TRIXIE:
problems confronting us today problems arising
from the war. Most Americans are doing their jobs
well but there are always a few, not realizing
that their part, no matter how small, Is Important
and we all have to PACE TH5 FACTS. Just the
other day In the tloket office (FADE) of a railway
station—
TRIIN WHISTLES NOISE ETC,
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JUJSRl
I want to make a reservation for a lowsr on Number
18 for n week from Wednesday, please.
Sorry no reservations left for Number 18 for a
month.
A month?——— but I've Just got to have one —
—
my boyfriend is in the army—and I have to get out
to see him—
Sorry.
Isn't there anyway I can manage It?—Can't you
call me if somebody cancels a reservation?
Put your name and telephone number on this slip,
lady— there are over fifty ahead of you
but I'll call you If there is a cancelation.—
—
Oh— that's sweet of you— and you know how
important it is to me to get to see my boy friend
— he has only been gone a month — and he Is so
homesick and lonesome—why I Just wrote and told
him
Please, lady—there Is a line of people waiting to
29
agOf l got to this window—
TRIXIEt Well —— of course but you'll put me up on
the list, won't you —
—
AGENTS
Next please
TRIXIEt Wall —— of all things
MUSIC:
GIRL l Is there something I oan do for you?
TRIXIEs v.hy yes I'd like to see that coat In the window-
OIRLt Right here — we have It In brown, blue, hlack and
popular numbers.
TRIXIKt Oh — oh — I want something different —— some-
thing really smart — I'm going to see my boy friend
and I don't want to look like something the oat
dragged in --— oh — what's that one over there?
OIRLt That '8 a Rexjon Original I'll see if we have It
In your slsse.
TRIXTEl Gee—— I don't see myself coming down the street
In that will I?
OIRLt No Indeed —- in these individual models, we only
have one of a kind -— thoy are more expensive.
— of oourse.
TRIXIEt "ell, I shouldn't but — well I'll
just try it on — TTmnmmm — it's a honey -—
GIRLt It fits you perfectly and it's lovely with
your coloring.
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TRIXIEi
QIRLj
TRIXIE s
MTTSICt
SOUND:
TRIXIEt
DBLl
TRIXIEr
DF.L:
My __- i»d love to have It -— but — heavens —
its twioe as much as I planned to pay for a ooat ---
but ISN'T IT JUST PERFECTLY SWEPT? I don't
hsye a hat that'll go with it I'll have to
get a new one — it would he a shame to spoil the
outfit with the wrong hat —
—
There is one in the millinery department that is just
the thing to complete your outfit -----
I shouldn't —- I simply shouldn't ™— - but —— I
LOVE it Will tou put it in lay-away for meT ~
I'll give you the down payment — and I'll
just cash in a couple of my bonds and get it out next
week —
—
PBX BOARD
Cunningham, Bryant, Crawford and Stotts — Just a
moment -—
-
Well, Trixie, we finally got a new office boy to
take Tony's place he is just on part time un-
til school is out — but he seems to be willing and
bright and
Oh Del --— I miss Tony so much ---- but I told him
I'd come out to see him just as soon as he could
get any time off and I'm going a week from Wed-
nesday for a week — boy will we ever have fun
But Trixie — that long trip —- you'll only be
with Toney two days --- and think of the expense ---
TRIXIEs Well -— gee — I'm making enough to give myself
something once In a while and Del I got
the ducklest coat — ana a hat to go with it —
I can't go on a trip looking like last year's mo-
del .
DKLt How are you going?
TKIXIEt On the train
BB&i Did you get a reservation?
TRIXI^t Not yet — hut I simply smiled my best at the
ticket agent — he was sort of old and a fuss bud-
get — but T think he'll arrange it --— and if
he doesn't -— I'll take my chances — bet I can
smile some man out of a seat when I get on the train
DEL i
-^1
:
(LAUGHS) Trixlelll I'm afraid you forget
there's a war on -— men on the trains now are us-
ually too tired to even see if a pretty girl smile*
or not.
PBX BOARD
TRIXIEt Cunningham, Bryant, Crawford and Stotta. -—
How Del don't be stuffy and anyhow I can put
up with a lot to get to see Tony «— Poor Tony -—
-
he's having such a hard time in boot training.
DELl Wtiy Trixie — all the boys have to take it — it's
good for them — and Tony will be lots stronger
and everything when he gets through —
TRIVIA! Yeah -— that's whatthey all say — but I gotta
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TRIXIK: letter from him right here says he fall on his
face — right flat on his faoe — twice the first
long hike they took.
DEL: Poor Tony —- but that's only Just beoause he hadn't
been in training before —— after all — punching
slot machines and dancing doesn't do the job that
regular exercise and regular hours do ----
TRIXIEi Anyhow — its too much for a boy like Tony — and
SOTJNDl PBX BOARD
TRIXIEj Cunningham, Bryant, Crawford and Stotts —- I'll
connect you —— And I 'm on my way to see Tony «
— seeing Tony is as Important to me as any old
government trip is to some man --- and it'll help
our morale -«-
DEL! Oh Trixie — Just what IS morale?
TRIXIEj Well — well —— it's feeling good that's
what it is — feeling good
BRYANT t food morning.-—
TRIXIEj Hood morning, Mr. Bryant.
DEL j Rood morning —
BRYANT l Ready to help mo clear the decks, Miss Palmer?
DEL! Yes indeed the report sheets are all ready for
your signature —
-
BRYANT J Always a jump ahead of me, aren't you? I like
that (FADE)
SOUND! DOOR CLOSE
S^TTITD PBX BOARD
TRIXIEl
BILL:
TRIXEEt
BILLt
TRIXIE:
BILL J
TRIXIE j
BILLt
TRIXIE:
BILLt
TRIXIE
t
BILLt
TRIXTEt
BILLt
TRIXIE t
Cunningham, Bryant, Crawford and Stotts — Just a
moment --— Hello «"
Hello
You must be Bill the new office hoy
Yes — I am —
Well, what do you want
I'm supposed to get some boxes that were left here
-~ they said -~
Well — don't aot so soared — I'm not going to bite
you
Aw — gee — I 'm not soared — I was just looking
— not saying anything 'cause — I was —
—
aw -- gee ~— well
Hell what?
Well -- cause you were so pretty. —
—
(GIGGLES) — Why you're a nice kid —— thanks —
and there are the boxes you were sent for — be
awfully careful of them — they're payroll saving*
War Bonds —
Oh gee — that's what I'm going to get — now that
I'm working —m
Sure ~ we all do — but you can cash 'em after 60
days
But I want to save mine I'm going to college
one of these days — and they'll come in mighty
handy
Yeah? — well « everybody to his own book I always
33
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TRIXIEt say —— as for me wall I'm gonna have fun
while I can get it
BILLt Sez you —— OK, professor — on your way
—
~
SOUND: PBX BOARD
TRIXIEt Cunningham, Bryant « (FADE)
MUSIC: UP X FADE TO TRAIN WHISTLE AND SOUND — OUTe 1
TRIXIEt Here — let me help you
WIPEt Would you mind? I'm so tired
TRIXIEt well, I'd think you would be holding that baby
all this way honest — I don't see how you do
WIPEt Well, I Just keep thinking that baby is going to get
to see her Daddy — he's about to go overseas —
I
and we Just had to see him before he left —
TRIXIEt Of course you did
WIPEt It's going to mean a lot to us --- this trip —
even if it is tiring I felt as if maybe we
shouldn't try it --- there are so many really im-
portant things to be done by the people that simply
have to travel —- and the boys in service should
come first — but I guess I was a little selfish-
TRIXIEt Why I don't think so — you needed the trip -— well
for your morale —
WIPEt (LAUGHS) —- a lot of the things we do we blame on
needing them for our morale —- I guess. Are you
going to see your husband?
TRIXIEt Well —- no not exactly — I
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VI re
j
Oh — I didn't mean to ask a question out of turn
— I'm sorry —— But you probably are travelling
because you have to ----—
-
TRIXIE: Have you been sitting here In the aisle the whole
way?
WIFE: No — I had a seat —- but that old old lady over
there --- see the one with the aearf over her head?
TRIXIE: Yes
WIFE: Well — she and her sister are on their way to live
with a relative they are all alone — and they
were sitting on the floor of the women's lounge.
TRIXIE: On the floor —— ?????
WIFE: Yes — I Just couldn't stand to see them so I told
them they could have my seat part of the time •
TRIXIE: How can you arrange that?
WIFE: (LAUGHS) —-- Well, — we eaoh sit in the seat for
two hours —— it helps —— and its good to sleep
in.
TRIXIE: vhere's the other old lady —
~
WIFE: She's back on the floor probably the chairs are all
taken —— (LAUGHS) — go on back and look Go
on
TRIXIE: No — thanks —~ but why don't you go — I'll hold
the baby for awhile —
WIFE: Oh thanks —- but — no --- he's heavy —- really
he Is
TRIXIE: Now you go on and relax a little — I guess if you
TRIXIE: have bean holding him this long I can do It for
a couple of hours —
WIFEt Oh -- I will — here He'll sleep right on —
he's awfully good. And you're awfully sweet —
really.
TRIXIE: Well — I'm not —-~ I'm Just excess baggage ——
-
*IFEt What do you meant
TRIxr:: Nothing — really ?ou go on now and get some
rest ----
SOUND
t
TRAIN
MUSIC:
SOUND
:
X FADE
PBX BOARD
Just aDEL: Cunningham, Bryant, Crawford and Stotta
moment — Good morning, Mr. Bryant.
BRYANTt Well -- what are you doing out here at the PBX
board, Miss Palmer?-— (LAUGHS) have I lost a sec-
retary?
DEL, Well, you see Trixle left yesterday and the girl we
had to take her plaoe got a permanent job — so
BRYANT f I see — so you are pinch-hitting —- and
(SARCASTIC) will you tell me Just when I can expect
you back?
DEL: Please, Mr. Bryant -— I know there are a million
things to do in your office — but this phone HAS
to be answered -— and I'm (STARTS TO CRY) doing
the best I can.
BRYANT* Hey -- see here I didn't mean to seem cross —
BRYANT:
S7
I guess we're all on the ragged edge these day*
M i know you are necessary to my work —
that's all It's great for you to pitch In for
Trixie — but why In tarnation Isn't she here ~
— sick?
DFX J No — she's left town.
BRYANT : What? —— She can't quit --
DEL: No — she went for a visit —- to see Tony.
BRYANT t Good Lord — to see Tony —- when everyone around
here is doing double duty — she goes to see Tony
How long will she be goneT
DEL J She'll be back next week —«— But — a girl is sup-
posed to be here this morning —— I called right In
as soon as I found we were stranded.
BRYANT* All right stick it out --— but trips
visiting boy friends — where is all this fighting
on the home front we hear about —
—
SOUND
«
PBX BOARD
DEL: Cunningham, Bryant, Crawford and Stotts -- I'll con-
nect you.
BRYANT! I take that last remark back — you're fighting
and doing a fine Job — guess we shouldn't Judge
everyone by just the few who don't think much.
music
DEL: Now Billie, this package goes directly to the post
office — tell the man at the window that this is
the one we called about and —
-
S QUITO! pooa CLOSE
DT,Lr
TRIXIE t
TRIXIE l
DEL I
TRIXIE:
DELt
TRIXIE t
DEL I
TRIXIE J
'Any Trixie ——— we've teen worried about you —•—
we thought you were to get in last night.
Yeah but trains don't run like they used to
gee I'm tired I wish I'd never gone.
What's the matter — didn't you have a good trip?
Don't mention it —- I stood up all the way home —
well, practically — I sat on my suitcase -— and it
was the same thing going out — only I took care of
a baby -— and I haven't had a decent meal since I
loft —— and I'm simply dead.
Why _— Trixie -- what about those smiles that were
to win you friends and
Please Del Don't talk about it —— I shouldn't
have gone in the first place — I 'm Just a dope
Come on now -— Triple you're Just tired—
Sure I am — but that's not all I was all full
of sweetness and light — going out to cheer Tony
up
V/ell didn't you have a good time with Tony?
Don't you even mention a good time, Del Palmer —
do you know how long I saw Tony? Three hours
he was on duty all but that -— and would you
believe it — he wouldn't dance once — not even
onoe —- eald his feet hurt him from beln' on 'em
so muoh yeah ha just SAT Well -
so did I — we were both tired and Tony wasn't
TRIXIE:
D^:
TRIXIE:
SOUND
t
TRIXIEJ
DEL:
TRIXIEt
DEL:
TRIXIE:
SOUND:
TRIXIE:
homesick —- he was just tired — and he didn't want
to talk about us —— he didn't even notice my new
coat — he just wanted to talk about his feet.
Oh —- I'm sorry Trixie — - but Tony'll come through
all right — he's got the stuff it takes.
Oh him — sure -•- he'll be fine but I had an
awful time —— I'm dead absolutely dead.
PBX BOARD
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Cunningham, Bryant, Crawford and Stotts, Just a
moment —— Oh Del —— Do you suppose I could get
that new coat of mine dyed? ——— It just isn't the
thing to wear to work —-•
—
It's so becoming —- don't dye it —— anyhow I don't
believe you could get it done -— dyes are hard to
get.
Gee —— guess I'll just have to get one of those
coats everyone '11 be wearing this spring —— oh
well —— It'll soon be pay day
Any pay day will be pretty welcome — it always
is
Yeah —— I got a few bills that should be paid —
but I could charge the coat —— and the next month
I could cash a bond — let's see —— that'll
be sixty days ——•-——
PBX BOARD
Cunningham, Bryant, Crawford and Stotts — (FADE)
Just a moment —
-
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SOUND t PBX BOARD
ANN! So Trixle goes on her way perhaps the diffi-
culties she has had will change her ideas of how
she should live in war times —— Perhaps Triad.*
will Just have to learn the hard way how to
PACE THE FACTS.
MUSIC t UP AND OUT
_
SCRIPT IV INCOME TAXES
MUSIC t UP AND OUT
SOUND I TELEPHONE BELL — TV.TCE
Y.OMAHj Hello Hello Louise —-— what? Why I
guess I can all right John said he was going
to work on his income tax tonight too ——— I
guess we're all income tax widows. —- What —
Oh that's fine — I have some sewing to do —- I'll
bring It along — and we can cut in. —- I'm
glad to get out of John's way — he's a bear when
he is figuring —— Good bye — see you tonight
MUSIC t
— Good bye.
UP AND OUT
ANNt Last week everyone in the nation seemed to be fig-
uring on their income taxes in homes, on farms
were pretty pleased with the results Vthile oth-
ers were not so happy about them. It brings us up
short sometimes to have to — FACE THE FACTS ——
-
to find that we have problems we haven't looked at
urn
TRIXIEt
ROSSt
TRIXIEt
ROSS:
NELL:
ROSS:
NELL:
TRIXIE:
ROSS:
closely enough. —— Take Ross and Nell Orston
- Trixie's brother and his wife —— they've been
getting along pretty well and now they are
(FADE) talking over the results of Robs' figur-
ing.
HI Folks —— Gosh why the long face, Ross?
I tell you I can't do It I've figured on this
thing until I *m blue In the face —— and still I
can't cut It down.
what on earth are you talking about?
My income tax — by golly — it shouldn't be
this high — I've figured in all our exemptions,
all the forgiveness — and still it amounts to
more than we've got in the bank —— I'll just
have to borrow this month to pay it ~—
,
But Ross -— I was planning on getting those drapes
for the front room this month.
Yeah?
Yes — They look shabby against the furniture, now
that its done over — - and my new rug — well —
if we are going to look like anything when the
Jenkins' come to visit, I'll Just have to get those
drapes
.
You wouldn't want the Jenkins' to think you're
slipping — would you, Ross?
Now look —-- we'll be all right next month — we
can get them then — but this tax is going to take
ROSSt too much right now.
NELL: I can't see why —
—
ROSSt You can't see why whet?
NELLt I oan't see why we DON'T have the money -—- you
ere making twlee apaln as much as you were two years
ago.
nossi (LATJOHING) — Yep — guess it was a lot easier to
figure income tax then too -—- maybe I'd better
give up the job end -—
NELLt No, you don't (LAUGHS) guass we should
not fuss about Just having to wait a month to get
some drapes -—
—
TRIXIEt Golly «— I've got to do some figuring too — but
my old tax better not be much -~ I can't afford
it.
ROSSt You know, —• I've been a dope —
NELLt Well, for goodness sakea, -— WhyT
ROSSt I should have been putting a little aside each month
for this tax ~ I knew it was coming.
NELL! But we needed so many things, Boss — and we had
to gat them —-
TRIXIEt Set It while you can — I always say —
ROSSt Yeah ~ But I wouldn't have noticed putting a little
away each month — It sure looks like a big hunk
now.
NELLt well, Its all right with me -~ I'll save it for us.
— I know —I'll buy War Stamps every month equal
NELLi
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to the amount w« need —
—
ROSS! Yeah -— you oan do that —~ but next time, there
won't be so much to pay —- most of taxes will come
out of my check —
—
NELLt How?
ROSSI On the Pay-As-You-Go-Plan.
NELLt Oh well —- then we don't have to bother -— but
it would be fun to save stamps anyhow —
—
ROSS: I thought that was only for the kids to do
NF.LLl Why no ——- Ita a grand way to save just a lit-
tle at a time. I simply couldn't believe it when
Junior had enough to get a bond last month -.
ROSSl I've figured that the bonds we get from our payroll
deduction is enough for us to get. — but by golly,
guess I've not done any other saving besides that.
did a better job of putting money aside before
I was making so much.
TKTXIE: We get bonds on our payroll savings — but gosh -
I 've cashed mine all in —— I got some swell clothes
tho.
NELLt We have a lot more than we did at that.
ROSS: Yes, we do —— and its about time we out it out —
~
(LAtFGHS) — Imagine having to make out my income
tax —— making me decide to SAVE money.
TRIXIEt Yeah — right now I feel that way too.
MTTSICt UP AND OUT
MOMt (OFF MIKE) Delilah Delilah
DELt
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Yes, Mother
MOTHER J (FADE IN) Del, child it'e one o'clock
come to hed.
DEL
«
I'm almost through. Mother — - (LAUGHS) — I
thought I was pretty good at figures until I got to
working on this Income tax
MOM! Aren't you 'most through?
DEL! Yes, I am whew »»> I'm tired.
Mil Of course, you are --•— I'm making some tea
(FADE) Just a minute and I'll bring it in here.
DEL J (CALLINO) —— If you can find room for It on this
table Looks like report to the nation —
MOMt (FADE IN) Here you are —— and thase jelly eakes
will taste good too.
DEL: Mom, you're sweet.
MOMt Oh pshaw — how you talk — - but don't stop
I like it (BOTH LAUGH) Now — tell me is our
tax big this year?
DEL« Yes, it is our income is lots higher than it
was last year — and we didn't put anything out
much for repairs or anything.
MOM: Well I reokon we ought to be thankful for what
we've got «~ and be glad to pay taxes on it
but somehow I always dislike paying taxes.
DEL! I guess everyone does — rather.
MOMt Funny mii I don't mind tything to the church
I shouldn't mind tything to the government.
DEL! I never thought of it that way —- but you're right
Mom.
MOM! Are you going to make out the checks tonight?
DTLt Yes -— get it all cleaned up -—- then we'll be
through. —
—
MOM: Well, it's a nice feeling to know we have the money
in the bank to pay. I vow -— I don't see how some
of the folks that have been spending so much, right
along are going to find the money for their taxes.
DEL i They aren't, Mom ——- they're going to have to bor-
row -— then pay it back*
MOM J Good graoious —- seems silly to me. ----- some
more tea, Del?
DEL J Thanks. —-- You see, Mom — they've raised their
standard of living it's costing more.
OKI Fiddle sticks. they aren't raising their stan-
dard of living — it they have to go in debt for
it they're just living in card houses that'll
fall around their heads.
DELt (LAUGHS) —— Mom — you should get a soap box —
MOMt Piddle sticks — that's not prMcMng its Just
good common sense. —"Build your house upon a
rock" —— Come on now —- get to bed.
DEL: I'll be ready in ten minutes — and it won't take
two more to have me asleep. —~ thanks for the tea
Good night.
MOMt Good night, dear — and be sure its only ten min-
utes.
MUSIC:
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TRIXIE:
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UP AND OUT
PBX BOARD
Cunningham, Bryant, Crawford and Stotts. I'll
connect you. Oh Del —
What Is It Trixie?
I got to thinking I ought* get my income tax fig-
gerad --— Ross, my brother was fighting his last
night — nnd I haven't even thought about mine —
Del. Have you figures TOUR income tax yet?
Have I? — you should have seen me last night —
— I cold-creamed my face, pinned up my hair and
went to it •
Did you get it done?
Yea, I did about 1 ayem.
I don't ever see how you can figure all thoae things
you had the long form —-- or the short one.
I used the long form —— you know Bother and Dickie
are my family — and it is rather complicated with
the farm and all.
jjy —- you're wonderful —- wouldJa mind helping
me?
Of course not ••• • you can use the short form —
can't you?
Well would the long one make it any cheaper?
It nil depends -- do you contribute any money home
— or help support anyone?
Goodness no -— its all I can do to get along myself.
SOUND: PBX BOARD
TRIXIEt Cunningham, Bryant, Crawford and Stotts— Just a
moment •
DELl I've got some typing to do now — just put down the
figures of your Income and payroll savings and I'll
see what I can do —
—
TRIXIEt Thanks, Del (FADE) gee I wish I could see through
figures like you can.
MUSIC
I
UP AKT POT
tv Li
TRIXIFt
DELl
TRIXIEt
DEL*
TRIXIEt
DELl
TRIXIEt
But Trixie — that's why you have to pay —
—
But I can't — why I don't have enough left to last
until next pay day — I Just can't.
Where does your money go, Trixie?
Well, well — I don't know — really — its
just gone, that's all — clothes, I guess — and then
I took that trip to see
All right, Trixie — skip it but you're going to
have to pay yovr income tax — it doesn't matter
where your money hes gone «~ (LAUGHS) Death end
tares -- you know -—- they come to all of us —
—
t,eii _._ you're awful — I'll die if I have to pay
this.
You'll go to Jail if you dor it (LAUGHS) — come
on, Trixie don't look so sad -— you'll get it
done.
W-e-1-1 --— I guess I can — but I'm going to have
to do without some of the things I planned to buy
TRIXTE!
DKLt
TRIXIFt
DELt
TRIXIEt
DELt
TRIXIEt
DEL*
TRIXIEt
SOUND t
TRIXIEt
DELt
TRIXIFt
"ITSIC TIP J
SOOTDt
this month and I did want that flpger tip
Jacket to go with ray brown skirt —
Haven't you got any money saved a t all, Trixie?
Why sure — I've got my bonds of gee-
—
What's the matter ------
Oh pee — I cashed in three of my bonds for my
trip well, Del to tell the truth I
haven't any bonds left — I cashed them —
-
Trixie you haven't.
Oh — Del —~ what am I going to do?
I don't know —— unless you five up the jacket.
and its just what I want. ——
—
PBX BOARD
Cunningham, Bryant, Crawford and Stotts. —~ Just
a moment, Del Thanks for helping me — but I
wish I could give the government* piece of my mind.
Better save what you've got, Trixie —
-
Fay — waddya mean by that crack
PBX BOARD
TRIXIE! Cunningham, Bryant, Crawford and Stotts. He's
left the office, I'm sorry.
GLORIA! Ready, Trixie?
TRIXIE: Just a minute, Gloria -— I have a couple of more
connections to make — then I '11 go
GLORIA i Looks like people would know enough to go home when
its time to quit.
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TRIXIE: Not In thla office time doesn't mean a thing
There that's done.
GLORIA! Where do you want to eat?
TRIXIE: I dunno — - let's go some place where its not ex-
pensive.
GLORIA! Gee -- do you feel that way too? I wasn't going to
admit it — but some way I don't want to spend much
TRIXIE
j
Have you got the tax-blues too?
GLORIA! Yeah — that must be it I've been spending too
much money lately — Conna quit it —
~
TRIXIE: If you'll hold this box, I'll open the door — I
need a hand to grab my hat -—
SOUND: WIND UP AND HOLD
TRIXIE: vhee —— hurry up —- and hold everything.
GLORIA: Gee —— its cold. —— Wish I had a warmer coat.
TRIXIE: Why you do -— Why didn't you wear it -«•-
GLORIA: I don't like it
TRIXIE: Why I think its beautiful
GLORIA: Well, I don't like it I was thinking M
TRIXIE: What?
GLORIA! I was going to say I was thinking of getting a new
one — then I remembered -—
TRIXIE
i
Yeah — that we weren't going to spend so much
GLORIA! Yeah —— I don't need another coat.
TRIXIEi veil --— not this month anyway. — How's this to eat?
GLORIA: Honest? Its just a little restaurant —
TRIXIE: Any place out of the cold — Come on -—
SOUND
j
DOOR CLOSE KIND OT3T»
-
GLORIA:
TRIXIE:
GLORIA I
TRIXIE:
GLORIA
:
TRIXIE:
GLORIA:
TRIXIE:
GLORIA:
TRIXIE:
GLORIA:
TRIXIE:
GLORIA:
TRIXIE:
GLORIA:
Why isn't this cute — a tea room gee Trix
— I never thought you'd want to have dinner any
place hut the hotel*
T don't like it — but I'm broke. Anyhow -— this
is quiet ~ and sorta homey.
Do you like things quiet and homey?
Well — I guess 1 do, — when I have to.
You know something, Trixie?
What?
Well — everytime we've eaten together, I've sorta
thought that we had to splurge — I thought you
wouldn't like anyth' ng not expensive « and the same
way with clothes -—
Did you «
.
« f ii really?
Yes, I did «—- I've sorta wanted you to come out
home with me for dinner — Just cook it ourselves
it's fun, I think.
Gee — vhy wouldn't you ask me.
I was afraid you'd laugh at me —
—
Honest ~— did you?
Yeah —- and that bunk about getting a new coat
—
- well ~ I was Just bragging --- that coat will
last me a long time.
You're a lot different than I thought you were
I never thought you were a home girl.
You seem different too
TRIXIEt Uh huh — only its a case of Tax-itia.
OLORlAt (LAUGH) and Ar^r Inflation is the nurse
(BOTH LAUGH)
TRIXIEt Well — I'm a little dumb —- but I get it. Say
«— we better look at the menu — here oomes our
waitress.
GLORIA! Gosh —- we could cook up something better than is
left on here — everything that really la good
is orossed off. —— Would you like to, Trixie?
TRIXIEt Like to whatT
OLORIAj Come over and cook our own dinner-—
TRIXIEt That'd be fun — Maybe we could ask a couple of
the boys too -~
GLORIAt We'll do it tomorrow.
TRIXIEt Gosh — Imagine me ~ bein' a home girl -
—
MUSIC t UP AND OUT
SOUNtit
DELt
BRYANT t
DELt
BRYANT t
DLL J
(T r Pl.:WRIT";R UP)
BRYANT! Good morning, Miss Palmer.
SOUND
t
(TYPWRITER OUT)
Good morning, Mr. Bryant.
Well, I see the tax papers are all ready to go.
Yes sir -— the accountant brought them in just a
few minutes ago — They are all checked, --- '.'ant
to see them?
Whew -— that's a lot of money
It certainly is --- the most we have ever had to
pay.
BRYANT
t
DEL:
B'YANTf
Dill
BRYANT:
D-,L«
BRYANT!
DELt
BRYANT t
DEL:
BRYANT
I
Yes --- and the company is making the most it ever
has too -- well — the more we make — the more tax-
es we'll have. -— It's all right with me, though.
We're ready. «— Whore are the tax bonds we bought
to cover?
Right hero — in this envelope. —
OK ~ send them in. — You know if everybody would
put aside a certain amount like companies do —
they wouldn't feel any pinoh when tax time came.
A lot of people do —
-
Oh — of course --— its just that we all worry about
the ones who don't plan ahead. — but the pay-as-
you-go plan will help out a lot, and it is fairer
too -- doesn't let the moocher get by.
HVhat do you mean, Mr. Bryant?
I'm still a little burned up about what I heard the
other day — a fellow who changed jobs a lot was
bragging that he has never paid an inoome tax—
and said the government would pay out more trying
to oatch him than he should have paid in.
Not really.
Pact and he was sore about the present plan —
because he couldn't beat the government any way he
could figure (LA0OH) ~ Oh well — we're learning.
Yes -— everybody is feeling a little pinched right
now, though —
Well — its inflationary money that goes into taxes
BRYANT
:
— its better there than helping make prices rise.
(LAUGH) — Good lord — I sound like a soap box
orator*
DEL: That's what I told mother last night (LAUGHS) —
only she was on the don't- spend- as-much-as-you-
earn theme.
BRYANT t Smart woman — your mother — Well -- let's tackle
this stack of mail. Ready, Miss Palmer,
DELI Yes sir.
MUSIC: UP ANT) OUT
ANN: AND THERE WE ARE -— HOMES AND BUSINESS HOUSES
everyone finding out whether his plan has been a
good one — Ross and Nell have done a good bit of
thinking — Del and her mother are pretty pleased —
even Trlxie may have seen a better way of planning -
— and a good thing having to PACE THE PACTS
every now and then and a good thing, too, if
we apply the lessons we learn.
MUSIC » UP AND OUT
SCRIPT V BLACK MARKETS
MUSIC: UP AND OUT
SOUND: TELEPHONE Bi.LL TWICE
WOMAN: Hello yes Laura where did you hear about
It? That little shop on second street?
it is good meat? — the best I Well, that is won-
derful. We are getting low on points -— you know
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WOMAN:
ANN:
TOM
»
BILL:
TOM:
how John is a meel just isn't a meal without
moat — and we have people in a lot — • Seems
like we should be able to eat — at least. —
Of course I know its black market — oh — I'll
not tell a soul —- anyhow if they have it --- if
we don't get it someone else will. Thanks so much,
Laura —— you'll have to come over and eat a steak
with us. Of Laura — you don't know where we can
get nylons do you? —— or anything else just
on the quiet of course — you don't? Well
I'll let you know if I hear of anything 'Bye.
Well, folks -— there we are — good American house-
wives —> encouraging black markets — not realizing
that they are as guilty of sabotage as the men who
sell black market goods. Sure —- we like to eat
well -- and dress well —— and points for food do
cut us down a bit. —— but listen — when you hear
how that food gets into the stores that sell it
you'll be PACINI THE PACTS Not so long ago
some men were planning on delivering beef -— to a
black market. —— (FADE) —— they were sitting In
a smoky room -•—
OK, Bill you understand what we do —• I'll
meet you at the covnty road two miles west of the
Palmer Place.
Cot things fixed with the sheriff, Tom?
No
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BILL:
TOMt
BILL:
TO 7 :
BILL:
TOM:
BILL:
TOM:
BILL:
TOM:
BILL:
TOM:
Then its all off.
Off you're nuts, Bill that old fossil
isn't going to stop us from doing our job ——-
•
But if you've talked to him -— he knows what's up -
Why you yellow skunk wanna run, huh, just be-
cause everything isn't all tied up in pink ribbons
for ya well (SARCASTIC) if you're so
scared -— maybe it'll ease your mind to know that
Little Thomas doesn't put all his cards on the table
until he sees the other guy's hand.
Then the old boy doesn't know --
—
Yeah —-•- the old guy doesn't know —— I just
talked to him friendly-like to see what his reaction
would be —— and he got on his horse and rode away
_..— waving his arms and raving about rustlers and
what he's do to 'em -«—~
To you he talked like that?
Sure -— why not —• he's known me all my life ~-
thinks I'm a good little boy that might have got
Into the bad company now and then -«— but I've got
a heart of gold*
Gold plate ----- - brass —— covered — thin*
Shut up — milkytoast ----- remember the fist is
Iron*
Ok OK --— I didn't mean nothing ——
I»ll see you tonight — 2 ayem —— now get out*
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SOUNDt
(PAUSE)
Horses Hooves HEN YELLING — CATTLE STAMPEDE
SOUND:
TOT:
BILL:
TOM:
BILL:
TOM:
BILL:
TOM:
SOUND:
music up:
SOUND
:
TRIXIEI
TOM:
TRIXIEi
'
TT1
a.ND UNDER
(LOUD OFF MIKE) Come on -«— come on —- over to the
left -— out out that thin one — Get the cattle
down in that fcavine -— get 'era in there and make it
fast.
Is everything fixed with Jake?
Sure sure —- He's got his slaughtering equipment all
in the ravine —- we took it in a truck about two
hours ago
•
Want me to make the run into town with the beef?
You'll have to take more than one truck —- forty
eight head is going to need three.
It's a good haul this time
Fair — we cut a few more out of the herd than we
thought we could. Get go in' now -— help Jake and
the boys cut up the carcasses — and tell 'em to
make it snappy -— v^e've got to be in at the ware-
house before dawn,
HORSES AND CATTLE HOOVES UP X FADE TO
PBX BOARD
Cunning, Bryant, Crawford and Stotts. -— Just a
moment. Is there something you want?
Yeah, Cutie is yer boss in?
Mr, Bryant is out Just now --— is there something
TRIXIEt
5
I could do for you?
TOMt No —- How soon will he be in?
TRIXIEt I'm sure I don't know —- I'm not clairvoyant.
TOM: My __ whst big words our cat knows — (LAUGHS)
You're too pretty to talk that way.
TRIXIEt Gee _— thanks.
TOM! You don't mind if I wait a while, do youT
TRIXIEt Why no --- its perfectly all right.
SOUND: PBX BOARS
TRIXIEt Cunningham, Bryant, Crawford and Stotts I'll
connect you.
TOW! Ya know — Maybe you could tell me something ----
TRIXIEt Well now, maybe I could —
TOM! This Mr. Bryant now — he's an engineer. Isn't
he?
That's right.TRIXIE:
TOM: Well, I've got a job I want done — and --
—
TRIXIEt Oh Mr. Bryant isn't taking any private assignments
now — he's too busy with government contracts
TOM! Won't take any at all?
TRITfT^t No. Ue won't. He simply hasn't got time. Poor man
-—
- he's worked to death.
TOM: Well — there's no use in me waiting then —- except
that I kinds like looking at you.
TRIXIEt (ftT90U?.S) Oh — you're kidding.
TOM I No. I'm not — say — are you busy tonlghtt —
TO":
TRIXIEi
TOM:
TRIXIEi
TOMi
TOMt
TRIXIEi
TOM:
TRIXIEi
TOM I
TRIXIEi
TOMt
TRIXIEi
ould you like to go out to dinner?
I *m sorry -- I can't -- another girl and I are hav-
ing a party — but where we're going to get enough
meat to feed 'em i a more than I know.
Ib it so hard to get.
Llssen to the man talk — is it hard to get — you
know it is.
That's not the way I heard it.
What do you mean?
"ell if you know the right people -- that is.
Oh — black market -—
That's1 what some call it —- really it just letting
the public have what they should get ~ cutting down
on us — and sending our good stuff across --- its
not right.
Why — it isn't ~ is it — w oughta he able to at
least eat decent.
Veah --- that's what I say.
Well (SIGH) —— I don't k.-,ow where I could go to
get moot without points anyhow —- so I guess we'll
be outa luck.
")h you look like you could keep a secret say I'll
tell ya where you cm got it —- here I'll writa It
down —- but it'll cost more than it would regular
—
— you know that.
Why of course — but being able to buy * at —
gee — could I sot steaks?
TOM!
TRIXI3I
TOMt
TRIXIEl
TOMS
TRIXIEt
SOUND J
SOUND!
TRIXIEt
SOUND:
SOUND!
SOUND!
DEL!
Sure anything you like. first class too
Gee —— thanks -— you've saved my life.
That's ok I'll take you on that date one of
these days
Boy —— you're a real friend — and I'll not
tell anyone.
Just don't tell anyone who told you where to get
the stuff — if you know some more nice folks who
need a little extra to eat -- it'll be ok with me
if you let 'em know, ——- its good for business.
What kind of business?
PBX BOARD
TRIXIEj Cunningham, Bryant, Crawford and Stotts —— Just
a moment.
TOM
i
Don't you worry your pretty little head — So long
TRIXIEt Good-bye now
SOUND! DOOR CLOSE
PBX BOARD
Cunningham, Bryant, Crawford and Stotts — Miss
Palmer — Just a moment — I'll connect you.
TYPEWRITER UP STOP ON
TELEPHONE BELL
RECEIVER UP
Hello —- Yes -— Yes mother —— what —— forty
eight head? Oh mother —-- that's awful —— yes
— I'll get home as soon as I can — don't
60
DEL l
MUSIC UP
MUSIC OUT
SHERIFF t
DEL:
SHERIFF l
MOM:
SHERIFF I
DEL!
SHERIFF:
DTX:
SHERIFF:
DEL:
SHERIFF:
worry — What — what time will Sheriff
Williams get in — oh -— I'll be home before
then —- good bye.
I tell you, Del — This business has got to stop
-— yours isn't the first rustling case In the
county but it was the boldest*
But sheriff — how do they get away with it?
How Ac they get away with it she says ~- why
they Just come right in — cut out the number of
head they want — and the fattest too —- they
know their critters --- run 'em into a lonely spot
They took them to the ravine, Del
Yes they did, slaughtered them right there —
Right on the place?
That's right --- and cut 'em up too — butchered
cleaner'n a whistle
THEY certainly take chances, don't they?
Reckon they'd rather chance It out on the ranch
than to have some of their friends hi-jack 'em
on the road, m l
I can see how a truck full of beef outs couldn't
be recognized es quiclly as a truck full of cattle
Sure they wouldn't —- and they deliver 'em to
warehouses right close too, I'll betcha —
for distribution.
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MEL I
SHERIFF:
DEL
«
Have you any idea who aid it?
SHERIFF! That's what makes me bo gol durned mad no sir
not an Idee. Nobody strange or orooked look-
ing has been around our part of the country at
all.
Maybe Its somebody who Isn't strange -- or crooked
looking.
That's Just what I'm a-thinkln' —- and this job
of your critters cinches the thought. — Some-
body who knew all about that ravine was the brains
of the outfit And I'm a-goln' to get him if
it takes a year —
DEL: I hope you do. Sheriff it might save some
other families like us from losing all they have.
MOW: Oh, Del, they didn't get the herd -—
-
DEL: But they took our profit.
MOM: They did that all right just when we were al-
most ready to ship to market. —— they certainly
knew when to strike.
DEL: I wish I could go out myself and shoot those
thieves
SHERIFF: Well, you can help, Del keep your ears open -
— and if we can get an idee who is buying this
black market beef we oan find who Is selling
it — and I'm reporting to the police right to-
night that we think there is plenty being sold
in town.
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MUSIC HP
MUSIC OUT
SOUND
«
PBX BOArD
TRIXDSj Cunningham, Bryant, Crawford and 3totta ~- I'll
connect you. Gee Del you should have been
with Gloria and me last night did we ever have
a dinner. —— eight of us -- and steaks two inch-
es thick —
DEL: Steaks However did you find points enough?
TRIXTCt Shh —- we didn't give any points for them
DEL: YOU DIDN't? WELL How
TRIXIE: (GIGGLES ) Oh I get around —
—
DEL: Trixie —— was it black market beef?
TRIXISi That it was —- and hoy —- was it super the
man who told me where to get it said that I could
tell my good friends where to go — you're a
good friend --- would you like to know?
DFX: Would I?
TRIXIE: Let's see — its here In my hag someplace —
oh here it is -—
SOUND: PBX BOARD
TRIXTKi Cunningham, Bryant, Crawford and Stotts Just
a moment. Bidja copy it down?
D?L: I've got it —- thanVs
TRTXIEi Tou know It'll cost -ore than regular -—
DEL: Yess — I Imagined It would —— Who gave this
address to you?
TRIXEEj I dontt know his name — he came in to see Mr.
Bryant for sometlng — and we got to talking
he wanted to take me out to dinner — but I
oouldn't go you know, Qloria and I were hav-
ing this party -« but he aaid He's ask me again.
D*L: Are you going out with him?
TRIXIEt I dunno maybe.
DTJLj I hope you do -—
TRIHEt Why Del -— and you always so formal
DELt Bell (LAUGH?) Just find out his name
MUSIC UP AND OUT
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SOUND: PBX BOARD
TRIXIEt Cunningham, Bryuit, Crawford and Stotts.
What — (GIGGLK3) this is the blonde telephone
operator — yes. — Trixie — Who is this —
Tom Blake Oh — sure — you're the meat
Oh I'd love to call me later, will you -—
-
Good bye. That '3 the fellow I was telling you a-
bout yesterday Del. — you know the one that told
me where to get the meat. The name's Tom Blake
—
-
and he wants me to go to dinner.
DELt Tom Blake
TRIXTE: Why Del — do you know him?
DELt Thy «•«•» no — no, of course not. — are you go-
ing out with him
TRIXIEt I'll wait and see whore he wants to take me -—
64
TRIXIEi If ita the grill and dancing I guess I will.
MUSIC UP
DELt So that 'a the atory, Sheriff and they're
at
the grill now.
SHERIFF! Thanks, Miss Palmer. I knew you'd he a help.
HBtl when TrJxie said Tom Blake told her how to
get
black market beef — it all fitted into the pic-
ture.
SHERIFF
«
All right -<— the hoys will pick Blake up right
away _— and if we need you again — We'll call
you — You wouldn't want a job, would you. Miss
Palmer?
M3C.1 (LAUOTIS) Thanks —— I have a job.
S"TTRIFF« We could use girls like you
D:\Lt Thanks boys (LA.nrms) I don't think I'd
like being a detective — always.
MUSIC HP
SOUND
t
PP.* 10 ARC
TRIXIEI Cunningham, Bryant, Crawford and Stotta
Oh Del I had the most terrible experience
last night
DO,:
TRIXTEl Well, I had a date with that Tom Blake the one
you know -— who told me whore to get the black
market beef well we were dancing ,
and all of a sudden two plain clothes men were
right beside our table and said that Tom
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TRIXIEt
DKLt
TlIXSl
D'FXS
TRIXIEj
d?:l:
TRIvr!l
FOUND:
TRIXTEl
NKWSBOY:
had to go with thsm he was arrested I
was never so embarrassed in my life never in
my whole life — havlnp to walk out along
after they had marched Tom away
Oh Trlxie I'm sorry
Yeah — and you wanted me to go out with him
you suggested it —
Yes, TTixie —- you were a martyr to
a cause
I was What????? 'ell guess it
wasn't your fault t wouldn't of gone with him
if he hadn't said the Grill. Gee he was a
good dancer too I wonder what he did may-
be he's a ban' robber end we were spending part
of the loot.
I don't tli ink he is a ban: robber, Trlxie -—
maybe he's a cattle rustler
Don't be silly, Del I'd know if he was a cat-
tle rustler I've seen 'om in the movies lots
of times —— cowboy boots and big hats -— and
bow legs from riding horses Nope — he
couldn't be that.
NTiWS BOYS DISTANT
- lets open the win-Gee, what's the excitement
dow.
Kxtra —— extra read all about it — black
market ring busted — Cattle Rustlers captured —
~- read all about it —— Tom Blake
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TRIXIEt
DEL l
trixe:i
MUSIC I
ANN l
Tom Blake — black market —— oat tic rustlers
••*• Why —Del — ho is Just like you said —
— he's a cattle rustler — How did you ever
guess?
Maybe I'm olairvoyant ——
—
That's what I said I was —— and
UP AND OPT
*m hut there are
MUSIC
So one gang was eliminated. —
aany more -— and folke like the Palmers are the
ones who suffer from the marauders. We have an
obligation to America —- to only buy at legit-
imate stores — and to only pay celling prices.
Our Job Is to hold the line on the home front.
And we are going to do it.
UP AND OUT
MUSIC
SOUNDS
SCRIPT VI
UP AND OUT
SACRIFICE
TELSPHONE BELL —•—» TWICE
ROSEi Hello —- Oh hello Madge — yes I was Juat
reading the paper —— Isn't it awful? — two
gallons of gasoline —— I don't see how we oan
do it —— Well —- we'll Just have to take the
bus or walk I guess — It does seem that we should
be able to get in a little social life though ~
after an evening of bridge I don't feel like
walking home — What? Oh I don't know what
ROSE I I'll »•*• l I*** kn0W ** ST009T lan't
charging what ha should. — What? — No, I
don't have an Idea where that list of calling
prloea la In hi a atore -— he probably hldaa them
ao nobody oan see them. Wbnt? — of oouraa I
know lta the law — but why ahould we have to ba
bothered oheoking up — looke oa If we'd ba pro-
tected*
ANHl But wo oan't ba protected — not each one of ua
— of oouraa there are lawa — and oelllnga —
-
and rationing —— but wa have to do our Job •——
and our Job la to PACE THE PACTS —« to know
what we ahould do —— and to aaa that othera do
too. ffa each have our pert In winning the war,
and our part may be large or email — whatever
we choose to make it -— Kre. Dre*el Luther la
doing her share — Del and Trixie met her (FADE)
under rather unusual olroumetancea •»—
TRIXIEt Oa* Del —• you walk too faat for me — wait a
minute, will ya?
DELi (LAUGHING) — why Trixle — you're Juat not in
practice »•
TRIXIF.i Yeah —— and I'm aavlng ahoe leather when I oan
e* goah my feet hurt.
DELi Those high heels aren't good for walking.
TRIXIEt well, who wants to walk?
Df.l« I h«*r ltB Sood for the figure.
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TRIXIKl
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Well, what's wronj; with mine?
Dl-Ls Not a thing -— Trixie —- Not a thing.
SOUND! SKIDDING TIR S
DELI Ouiok — Trlx —— that woman -—
TRIXIEl Del — ho careful —- Del —
DKL! Are you all right? (BRF.ATHLESS)
WOMAN
1
Yee -— I think »o —~ yes I'm all right. -—
Thank you — you saved my life.
DELl Didn't you see the bux?
WOMAN 1 No, I didn't —— 1 was Just wanting to oroas the
street «—-
TRIXIEJ But you can't — in the middle of the blook.
WOM/N l I know, dear — it waa stupid of me — I'm so
grateful to you girls —
TRIXTEi Here's your purse -— let me brush you off.
WOMAN l Thank you »— here is ray card -— I want to know
the girls who saved me — well -- an aooident —-
will you come to dinner with me tomorrow night ~
I can't ever repay you --- But I would like to
know you. —- Here I'll just put the address on
the card.
TRIXITit Why We'd love to come — wouldn't we, Del —
DELl Yes — yes of course —— hut it Isn't at all
neoessary — really.
WOMAN! Of course it isn't — hut I want you.
DKLl Thank you — Vie '11 be glad to come
WOMAN! That's fine — tomorrow then — at seven. —-«•
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WOMAN 1 Goodbye — and thank you again.
DEL: Goodbye
TRIXIEl Goodbye —— Oee — lookit the addreae 120
Boxford Lane — Ooah Del — that' a where all the
well eatatea are — bet ahe 'a a millionaire or
something*
DELt She aeema like a nloe peraon
TRIXIEl Gee — yea •— and dinner at a mansion -— I'll
wear my blue
DELl Walt a minute, Trlxle —- maybe she doesn't have
one of thoae grand houaea -— maybe ahe'a Juat
— well like ua.
TRIXIEl She didn't put on any alra —- and ahewaa walk-
Ing ... yeah — maybe she Isn't ao much*
DELl She 'a aweet and ahe waa grateful — and I'll love
having dinner with her In any house ahe Uvea In.
fRIXIEl Gee — Del — you're a heroine — and I am too
we saved a life ---- goah Del — my knees are
weak —
DELl (LAUGHING) -— I'm klndaehaky too.
MUSIC! up «;d out
SOUNDl PBX BOARD
TRIXIEt Cunningham Bryant Crawford and Stotts — 3uat
a moment. Oh good afternoon, Mr. Bryant.
BRYANT 1 Hello Trlxle — how are you
TRIXIEl Mr. Bryant — I'm aa nervoua aa a oat
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TO MAN
«
Nhat Is the matter.
'.ell — Dal and I saved a woman's life —
-
Now Trlxie —
—
fell we did —— that la you pulled her right
from under the very wheels of a bus — and —
wall I helpad pick her up.
v,ell •— didn't know we had • oouple of heroines
working here.
That's Just what I said -~— we'ra heroines.
Oh Trlxie — it isn't heroic to pull someone out
of the street.
Well, she thought It was — or aha wouldn't hava
asked us to dinner.
So Your're Invited to dinner?
Yes, tomorrow night -*- at Sevan — her name Is
on the oard —— Mrs. Drexel Luther
Mra. Drexel Luthar -— well you did aave a rather
expensive life —
V.hat do you mean?
Drexel Luther's widow is the wealthiest woman In
town.
Gee -— oh boy — and we're going to dinner In
a mansion —
tTP AND OPT
_____
But Miss Luoy *•—- you might of been killed
I certainly might have been —— stupid of to
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WOMAN
1
step out in the street like that simply stu-
pid.
MAID! I don't see why you Insist on walking about
—
—
you could have kept James to drive the oar and take
care of you.
WOMAN! Mary — how many timea must I tell you —— there
isn't enough gasoline to drive the oar
MAID J Well —- it seems to me, with all the good friends
you havs who are on the ration boards and things
— that you couldn't get enough —
WOMAN l I don't want it, Mary — we all share alike when
there is war. — If I asked for more and the next
fellow asked for more — and we got it — soon
rationing wouldn't mean a thing.
MAID! But you've always had everything you wanted.
WOMAN 1 And its about time I gave something up. —- You'-
ve given two sons — and a daughter. ««-- You
don't resent their going, do you?
MAID I No —- I'm proud.
WOMAN
t
Well —— I want to be proud too.
MAID!
WOMAN 1 Yea, Mary —— he's done his Job —— and I'a
going to do mine. — Now let's plan dinner for
tomorrow.
MAIDt It's our meatless day -— but we ought to have a
good dinner for those girls.
WOMAN! Of oourse, wc will —- and have two meatless
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WOMANt days for ua to make up.
MAID « Yea, Mlae Lucy —— ahall wa etart with aoup —
(FADE) and then some nice roast ••••
jsic gp and opt
DEL I Oh Mom —~~ Mom —- where are youf
MOMt Here in the kitchen — (FADE IN) ~ why Del —
what's happened — you look exolted.
DKLt I brought Trixie home for dla-> r too.
MOM
i
Good — there's always enough for one more*
DEL» I am excited —- guess what*
MOM
j
I oan't Imagine —
—
DELt Well — gueas,
IQgl M—— —• you got a raise*
DEL
I
Nope ---~ gueas again
MOMt M—imm •—~ you — oh tell me for goodness sake a
<•— I give up,
DHLs We're Invited to dinner at Mrs. Drexel Luther's
MOMt And who is Mrs* Drexel Luther*
TRIXIEt Mr* Bryant saya she is the riehest woman in this
town.
MOMt Never heard of her.
DELt Well* she is awfully sweet and rather quiet look-
ing.
MOMt Good — then her money hasn't made any difference
with her — you can go.
DELt (LAUGHING) — Oh Mom — that 'a the wfy you used
to talk when I was a little girl —
-
Ml
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(LAUGHING) —You're always a little girl to ma.
honey —— Now how did you happen to be invited
to dinner with ?Jrs. Luther.
DELl ?.«11 — she was crossing the atreat — and a
bus almoet hit her —
MOM: Whet haa that got to do with you.
TBIXIHl Well — Del saw her — and pulled her beok on
to the curb.
Otl Good land — was she hurt*
DELt Ho — Just frightened a hit.
MOMt And she wants you to oome to dinner-—
DKLl Yes — and now that I know who she is — I'»
aorta — wall — I don't know what towaar or
how to act.
TRIXIEl Gee — I don't either.
MOMi Fiddlesticks — if she is the kind of peraon you
deaorlbed — she won't care what you wear — and
I guess all my children had good enough raising
that they can go to anybody's home.
DEL* (LAUGHS) Hob -— you're preoioue.
MOMI Go on with you ~-- folks are folks — if they're
real — end money — be it more or less doean't
make any difference.
TRIXIEj But Del —-- what do you think you'll wear?
DHX: shy Just my suit I guess
TRIM El Oh —
—
DELl What's tha matter — ita my beat bib and tuokar
raxnst
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Oh nothing — hut aren't you going to got a new
hat or something?
DELl Why Trixie — Isn't my black one all right?
TRIXIKt Yeah — sure •*• only I thought you'd want to be
sorts — you know -- look special ~~ I know I
do — and I got the cutest blouse to go with my
new gold suit — it cost more than I shoulda paid
— I was going to save it «- but goah ~ Mrs,
Luther's — for dinner and all — a girl has to
look well I always say*
9X1 (LAUOHINO) — I don't think Hr». Luther will look
much at what you have on «•
DKLt She didn't soem that sort «—- anyhow — she'll
have to take me as I am. I will take an extra
blouse to put on though — so's I'd look clean and
not all office mussed.
TRIX1E: Oh Del —I didn't mean anything ~ really —
you always look nioe — Sorta Sunday-morning-
ish — without trying, — me —I've gotta
dress all up to look like anything.
DELl You don't mm really, Trixia —
—
TRIXIKt Well — I like to.
".}: I thought you glrla came home to dinner
DKLl We did •— and am I ever hungry
MOMt Well ~ come on — its meatless night — but I
found the best recipe - Mrs, Loomls gave it to
me.
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jroric up
WOMAN
1
Oh good evening, my dear — I am eo glad you
could come »—
DKLl Thank you, Mra. Luther — we were happy to be
Invited*
WOMANl I didn't realire how upset I waa yeaterday — I
didn't really thank you properly ~ of courae I
oan't — but It waan't until today that I remem-
bered that I hadn't aeked your namea or where to
find you — (LAUGHS) and I didn't think of that
until I began to wonder today -If I had told you
what time 1 waa expecting you tonight.
TRIXIEl Oh, you told ua aeven o'clock*
DELl You gave ua all the Information aa to time, and
where to find you (LAUGH) But I oan underatand
your forgetting*
WOMAN: Well, If I waa clear and in my right mind -
TRIXIHl Oh, you acted all right ~
WOHANI
TRIXIEt Trlxle Oleaaon —
-
WOMAN l And you «»——«t
DEL J I am Delilah Palmer
WOMAN 1 and a llfe-aaver •*» (LAUGHS) but you'll never get
a medal for aavlng mine —— I don't even know If
we'll have a very good dinner*
DKLt Are you having trouble with polnta too?
WOMAN i Not trouble exactly — wa have to plan more
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TOMAN! carefully than we did -- and we don't entertain
much any more. But everyone is too busy to
want to do so many of the things we used to do
before the war.
TRIXIE! But you can get all you want, can't you?
WOMAN: What is that?
«Vhat I mean is if you can pay for it youTRIXIE:
can have all the things you had before the war.
WOMAN: Yes, I suppose we could But it headly seems
fair to want to live as we did when our boys
are fighting suoh a good fight for us We
have our part to do here at home if one takes
advantage — then another will —
—
DEL: That 130 million times me
TOMAN: What is that, my dear?
DEL: That we are one of the 130 million people in the
United States and if what we do is multiplied
that many times what we do is Important.
WOMAN: That's Just the way I feel about it.
TRIXIE: But don't you miss a lot of the things you had.
WOMAN
:
TRIXIE: Well —~ then why —
-
DEL: Trixie wants you to enjoy living.
WOMAN: She '8 a dear child but I'm quite content.
TRIXIE: Mrs. Luther —— is that a real painting the
one over the fireplace?
WOMAN: (LAUGHING ) Yes —- that is an original Gains-
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WOM/W j borough — one of my ancestors —— on ray
mother** aide*
DEL: She is very beautiful.
TRIXIEi 0«et she musta been rich —- I wish I was.
WOMANs She was a very fine woman — ahe died while she
was still quite young ~ contraoted pneumonia one
winter when she was helping nurse aome of the ten-
ants whoae families were 111*
TRIXj You mean that a rich woman went out nursingT
WOMAN
i
Of oourse — having money shouldn't make anyone
selfish with his effort to help.
TRIXIEi Oosh —— maybe not having It makes 'em that way
WOMAN! It shouldn't » »
DEL
i
A lot of women are doing the same thing now —
grey ladles ~» volunteer nurses —
WOMAN! Indeed they arc — and turning in a splendid re-
cord.
DELi Who is the handsome boy in uniform?
WOMAN* Thet is my son, Harry —— he was a flier -—
D" L
I
Oh I »m sorry —
-
WOMAN He was a fine boy —- I hope I can be a credit to
him.
DELi Oh — I know you are, Mra. Luther.
WOMANi I xouse me a minute, will you girls (FADE) I'll
see how Mary is getting along with dinner.
TRIXIEi Oee Del — isn't this swell —- I'm gonna alt
here by the fire and play like it is all mine.
DELl
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Would you really like to live In a huge plaoe
like this?
TRIXIEl would I well gee *ut I,d sure WBnt
a lotta aervanta and things —I sure wouldn't
close up rooma. —- the best la none too good
for Trixle.
DELl (LAHGHISG) well — Just bow do you think you
would head all the rooma?
TRIXIEl With the furnace — silly — I'd have it going
full blaat so 'a I could wear clothea like they
do in the moviea — all year 'round — an' I'd
hava partlea an —
—
DEL
«
Not with a war going on — you wouldn't ~—
TRIXIKl Aw Del — I think Mra. Luther oughta he oomfort->
able — gee — I betcha ahe'd not even hava a
maid at all if she waa younger — maybe not even
then except perhapa thla maid ia all alone too.
DEL: wall, I think Mra, Luther ia grand —
TRIXIE: Yeah— you hit it off with her all right —
(STOHS) golly thla la a awell place —- thoae
glittery llghta — gae I'd aura like to aae 'em
all lighted
DELl nmrao — it la lovely. — I'd like to take my
shoee off and wiggle my toea in the ruga
TRIXIEl (LATOHISO) Yeah —- they're ao thick I've got-
ta step high to keep from tripping.
WOMAN t (PADK IN) —- It aounda so good to hear young
WOMAN!
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people's laughter In this house again — I
didn't realise how much I had missed It*
DEL J We were enjoying your lovely home, Mrs. Luther.
YOMANl I'm glad. It la very simple now — we don't use
much of It*
TRIXIEl You sure are sacrificing a lot.
WOMAN
t
Not at all, my dear — wo don't need any more
than we have.
TRIXIEl Ho —- I guess not •*«• I never thought of It
that way.
WOMAN
l
Shall wa go Into dinner? —•— It's ready now I
Dell eve.
DSLt I hope you haven't gone to a lot of trouble for
us.
WOMAN
1
(LAUGHING) This la a celebration — aid It la
a pleasure — . Sit down —
TRIXIEl
WOMAK t (LA0GHINO) —- But what Is on them Is very plain
TRirlEl It's Just like at home.
WOMAN Of eourae —~
Dr.Ll And I'll bet you shop Just like mother does —
ViOMANl Asking what the celling prloe la? — Indeed I
do.
TRIXIEj That 'a what they are alwaya telling you to do on
the radio.
WOMAN ! veryone has to do his share — so do without a
lot of things until the war is over.
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TRIXIEt
uni
oee niir I've got more now than I had before.
So do • lot of other people.
Trlxie 1» young end —
-
That's right — and there' a time not to have
fun when you're old — Oh — I didn't mean any-
thing*
That's quite right, Trlxie — I am old — and I
have had a great deal of happiness —— so now I
am quite willing to do without —- as you say
I guess there has to be people like you —(FADE)
You're really grand
Yes, there must be people like Mrs. Luther — and
in Aaerloa there Is a nation full of them —
folks who willingly and without complaint are do-
ing more than their share to help at home. -—
And maybe someday Trixie will learn that having
fun — and elothee — and all the things that
a good Job is giving her now — won't last —
and the world that she is helping to build — or
break down — as the oase may be — is the world
that she is going to hsve to live In.
IIOSIO
SCBIPT VII
UP ASP OPT
SABOTAGE
SOUHDt TELEPHONE BELL TWICE
MAYi Hello —— Hello, -lary —— What? eeeee a
IngT ,»»». what for —-. Oh I think that is
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DIXl
crack pot stuff - you did? They
gave out pamphlets about It? —— Well If it was
printed up that way there muet be something to it
,,! Yes — yee certainly I know her — That's
right —- if she's Interested, It must be all
right —- maybe I would like to go to the meeting
after all —— we ought to know what's going on
these days -— Ahat? — oh — well — she's
a good friend of mine — of course I'll help. —
—
how many do you want me to call? ~ (FADE) wait—
I'll get a pencil and write down the Hat,—-
And another fine American citisen is woven into
the web of subversive aotlvlty. —- Friends and
acquaintances must FACE THE FACTE -- that some
of our most patriotic oltlssens sometimes are used
by enemy agents to help further their work —
Take for instance the case of Pete Larsen -— of
Cunning, Bryant, Crawford and Stotte —- (FADE)
Bryant Is talking to his secretary, Del Palmer —
I guess I'm licked Del — the men are going to
walk out at noon — The union says it can't do
a thing with them.
But they oan't strike — these war oontraots
must be done.
Well they're going to strike. — and I can't
stop them —
—
But I thought they were froeen on their Jobs
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They are — and they don't want other onea —
- they Just Max put back on.
But you know he deliberately waa urging the men
to alow down — he was caught red-handed.
The local won't believe it, We can 't prove it —
- Max' a word la as good aa mine — end the men
won't squeal
What 'a the matter — ere they afraid?
That'a what it look like —- but afraid of what,
ie the thing that gets me I have a hunch —
-
Hunch « » What sboutT
I'm not eure •— but there ia wore to this walk-
out than meets the eye.
You think there ia aomething orooked going ont
Yes, I do t Del —~ and by golly, I'm going to find
out what it ia,
TELEPHONE
Hello —- What? —- when did you find it —
—
emery dust, huh — OK Bill -— we'll get on it
right away ——-
—
RECEIVER DOW
fte're in for it, Del —— get FBI — Waahington
—— Bill Juet found emery duet in one of the
lathes,
DP AND OUT
PBX BO»RD
TRIXIEl Cunningham, Bryant, Crawford and Stotte Juat
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l
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TRIXIEi
PETE I
TRIXIEI
PETE I
a moment —
—
HI Trixie
V»'hy Pete ~— what do you want?
I gotta see Mr. Bryant.
He's out In the plant —- didn't you see him?
Haven' t been In the plant this morning,
Yfhy What's the matter, Pete?
nothing a little dumb cluck like you would know.
"ell, I like that —
—
Pretty kids shouldn't ask questions.
(0IOOI.E3) Well — that'a better -— Oee Pete
— you look tired.
I am tired —
—
BIdJa want to see Mr. Bryant about shorter hours?
Ho — I didn't want to eee Mr. Bryant about
shorter hours.
v.ell -- no offense --- I Just wondered.
Are you sure Bryant is in the plant nowT
'fell — I think so — he rushed outa here ao
fast he didn't say where ha was going —- but his
hat is there on the hook — so he didn't go far.
till he be In this aftarnoon.
No — I'm sure hewon't — he has to go over to
the city for a meeting —
—
He doea? —-~ when'll he be baok?
Oh he won't be bnck until tomorrow afternoon-—
You're SURE ABOUT THAT?
TRIXIEt
PETEt
TRIXIEt
SOTTHPt
TRIXTEt
MUSICUP
SOUND
t
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FETE J
OIRLl
PETEt
OIRLl
OIRLl
Sure I'm sure — what's the matter with you
____ •?, Bryant always comes hack on the morn-
ing train.
Thanks, Trixle — (FADE) — that's all I wanted
to know.
Well —— fo* goodness' sakea —
-
PBX BOARD
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Cunningham (FADE) Bryant Crawford and Stotts. m
MAcnnms. hammering ~- shop activiiy up and ovkr
OK mm shut *er off es»e come on —-- come on —
— I said — shut 'er off*
OPT
We're calling the strike, see? —— Unless Max
is put back on the Job — We won't work —
—
We gotta hare cooperation — we gotts all work
together eeeT — If we let management fire guys
without a fair trial —— we lose our voice in
runnin' the factory.
But ?Jax was trying to get us to slow down on pro-
duction.
How do you know.
You know how I know —— you know too.
That's the trouble with lettln' you women work
with the men — you don't understand how things
are handled.
Yeah? —- Well, we know what's right and what's
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OIKLi not — and lta not only the women who feel that
way ..— moat of the men do too*
mi A fellow worker —— a union guy —- oan't he
fired.
OIRLj He can If he' a proved to be Inefficient.
PETEl He waan't proved Inefficient — all Bryant haa on
hla waa what he thought he 'a found out ——
—
!• telling you ——• we better handle thla thing
with a walk-out or aomethlng atronger may happen.
OIBLj Waddya mean aomethlng atronger —
-
p • i We don't want anything to happen to the machlnea,
do we?
GIRLi Say —— that lathe going out --— waa that
framed?
PETKt No —- the lathe went out all right.
OIFiLi You know Pete —- you've changed a lot lately —
- since you and Max have been ao friendly, you
have changed.
PETE I Well -— Max ahowed me a lot of things I never
even knew before.
OIRLi Yeah — well, I'll tell you aomethlng -— that
Max hes too much information to suit me.
PETE i What do you mean.
OIRLj 'ell — laat week when h* waa paaaing out those
pamphlets on war production —- the onea compar-
ing oura with the other countries
well — that waa atralght gooda — we're pro-
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:
ducing four tines mora than anyone else — and
why should we — why should we give out stuff
to the rest of 'em — we've got more than enough
to protect ourselves —- why do we have to supply
the la«y Inefficient
Say ... You believed that stuff.
Sure I believe it*
How do you know its straightt
Why Max says ——
-
Yeah —- Max says — and who's Max?
He's my friend — and a great guy -«— why he's
smarter than all of us put together — he's got
connections that guy has —
—
Look, Pete — you've been going around to all of
us talking up this walk-out. -— Is the only
reason you're doing it because Max Is a friend of
yours?
Say —— what do you mean — are you trying to say
that I'm not patriotlo —
No — I'm saying that you're a good guy that's
bein' used by somebody.
I'm big enough to stand on my own two feet »e»e
I know what J 'm doing — and I'm not gonna
stand for boln,j pushed around.
Ho, Pete — you don't think Bryant is pushing
you around — you don't really — you're Just
all steamed up over what you think is an in just-
OIRLl
PKTEt
OIRLl
PETEl
OIRLt
PETKj
OIRLl
PETT-j
-:•;•::
i e — and I think that Max la taking you for
a ride.
Aw you women —
—
Think it over, Pete —- and lay off thia walk-
out talk. We'd all atay with you if we thought
you were right — but Bryant believes in ua «~~
he expects ua to turn in a Job for the company*
We have been — haven't we?
Sure — ao far —- but if we have much .nor*
trouble with machinery —- we won't.
You keep harping on that lathe ——
—
Yeah —- and before you get too overheated about
Kax — why don't you take it down and really see
whet ie the matter with it. »eea
I will —— the boya are working on it now —
-
you'll aee — women are always suspicious —
(FADE) it jammed — anything will if its over-
loaded —
«
OP AHD ore
he'a
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MOLLY
«
T dunno what's got into Pete lately
been acting so funny.
JANEt So has Joe
MOLLY t Serta sulky-like and mysterious.
JAtJF.t I hated to aey anything about it — but Joe's
been going to meetings — he says — and he used
to be so pleased about his Job with Cunningham
and Bryant — n .» he acts like he was wlahlng he
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JANK: wae a million milee away*
MUan I told Pete the other night that we were getting
along so muoh hetter than we had for yeara—
that I eould aee putting Milly and Jim through
college — and do you know what he aaid?
What?
That we were golnc- to he lota hetter off than we
are now if thinga worked out the way he waa plan-
ning*
What do you euppose he meant?
I don't know — and he wouldn't tell ma -— aaid
that when the time oame to aek queatlona — he'd
anawer tham,
Joe eaid that the workere would know hetter how to
run all bualneaa — and they would to
Haa Joe ever Drought that Max whatever hi« name
to the houae*
Yea — I don't like him — - hut Joe think* he'a
grand. He treated me ae if I didn't have a right
to even atay in the room with them when they were
talking — and I got mad and left.
I didn't have a chance to leave — sad I oooked
a good meal for them — and after they got through
thla »ax Just aaya to Pete — "Iwnt to talk
some things over with you — private — and
geta up from the tahle and walka out —
MB, What did Pete do?
JAKE I
BOLLY:
MOLLY
t
JA1T!
MOLLY
JABts
BOtLYl
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MOLLY
t
Just followed him out meek aa a mouse.
JAW : I wonder what ne'e up to no good,
I'll bet.
MOLLYl You know, Jane I'm worried. I've Just
got
to find out what la the matter —
—
JAHEl But how can you do anything about it?
MOLLY
l
^Tomiae you won't tell?
JAB Ft Of oourae I promise.
MOLLYl I'm going to get into the drawer there in the
tab-
le that Pete keeps locked all the time
MSI Molly >* do you think you ahould?
MOLLYl I know Pete Mlii and I know something is wrong
>—— art I'm going to find out what lw la.
Do you suppose this table knife will slip the
lock?
JAH i We con try —- It's Just like a movie
SOOTTl HXFI PFYINO LOCK
MOLLY
1
Jane: — It's working — It's sliding down -—
pull on the drawer while I hold the knife —
—
JANEI It's coming out —--- oh Molly — I'm aeared
—
—
MOLLYl So aa i _— but I'm going to see what is in
hore — all these papers — (FADE) — maybs
we'll know after we read them.
MUSIC
«
UP AHD OUT
SOUND! HACHIHES "P AMD OVER
PETE I Hey —— stop feeding that machine a minute.
will ya?
OIKLl Still working with Max, Huh?
PETEt
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Y.'addya mean?
GIRL! The old alow down again. Huh?
PT7T : Look —- I wanna ahow you aomething —• you put
me on the right track — and I want to ahow ya.
OIRLt OK —~ what la It.
P2TEt Thla »>
OIRLt That 'a grease
PETEI Yeah grease — from the buated lathe — feel It
OIRLt Goah —— lta full of grit.
PETEl I'll aay It la— ornery duat.
OIRLt I hada hunch that waan't Just an ordinary break-
down —
—
POTEt Yeah — an' you make a believer outta me — I'm
not aocustn' anybody — but I've got a hunch my-
aolf now --—
OIRLl You know who did it?
PETEI I think I do —— the rat —~
OIRLl Hey where are you going?
PETEt Over to aee Bryant —--
WJSICl tTP AND OUT
MOLLYi And that's all tha thlnga we found, sir. Bryant.—
BKYANTl Doea Pete know that you got i.-ito the table draw-
er?
MOLLY
1
Oh no —- Jane and I Just oarae right down here to
you aa soon as we aaw what It waa.
BRYAHTl I'm glad you called when you did —
KOLLYl Please, Mr. Bryant —— Pete doean't meanany harm
MOLLY
1
—— I know he doesn't — lt» that Max — he's
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been brining these pamphlets to our houae and
talking to Pete, until Pete believes everything
he saya.
BRYANT l TJnmnmn -~ F<hat la thla letter about Pete getting
a Job with national importanoe If he ahowa that
he la capable of handling altuations?
MOLLY
l
I don't know, Mr. Bryant — except that lately
Pete haa aald that we had things to do In the
future that would make ua lota better off than
we ever had been -«-—
BHYABTt Has Max got any of the other boye lntereated In
hla plans —
MOLLY I don't know how many are with him — they've
been going to meetings though — end Jane says
that Max and Joe have been together a lot«
BR3TANTI Meetings — binp——« - inniri as If thlncs have
• gone pretty far. Mlas Palmer -~ have you a re-
port yet on Max BlevlnT
DSLl Yes mm* hla name is not Blevln — Its Donner.
— and He Is under suspleiou by the FBI
subversive activity.
BHYAHTt well —- with fr.la evidence that Molly haa
brought in —- we can stop his work I believe.
SOHUD
«
TELE PHONE
BRYANT l Hello — send him right in —
—
SOUND I TELEPHONE UP
BRYANTi Wall, Molly —~ Pete la here — wanta to aae
me — he nay be aurprisad to find you here too*
SOUND
t
DOOR OPEN ~— SHOT
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(BREATHLESS) —~ Mr. Bryant — I had to see
oh — What* re you doing here, Solly?
BRYANTt Hello, Pete — that 'a all right *•• we want to
aae you too —» Now what wae on your mind?
fSTt] ">ell — I «*»» could I aae you alone?
KOLLTi Oh Pete — don't bo mad.
BRYANT
t
fehy, Pote — did you want to tall ua you had found
out aomet' ing about r.ax?
FETHt Oae «— yeah — how did you know,
BRYANTi Tell ua, firet — *ust what you came to aay —
lt'a all right -
—
PETEi Well — goah — I wae all for the walk-out and
waa talking It up — then one of the glrla aorta
made me wonder about Max »— I never had —• ha
alwaya waa ao swell to me -—
-
BRYANTi And promised you a good Job — with friends of
hla — If you'd atrlng along with him*
PETEi Yeah — aay how'd you know?
BRYANTt So after you got to wondering —- what did you
do?
P T i '..ell, 1 went over to Ho. 2 lathe and atarted
helping tear It down —
BRYANTi And you found that there waa emery duat in the
engine.
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PCT! t Yeah — how did you know?
BRYANT
«
Bill discovered it and reported to me.
PET : Do you know who did it?
BRYANT 1 No, Pete — hut I think you do
—
PETEt tj -— i don't —
-
BRYANT t ?»hat did you come hot footing it over here
for
then ——
PETEl Well, I got to thinking Max and I
were together
this morning — and I didn't come on until the
noon shift — hut Max sorta wanted to know if
you'd he in town tonight — and I came over
and found out from Trixlw —
BRYANT t Of course, Trlxle told you I would he gone
—
*
PETE I Yeah — she says there's a meeting — and
you'd
not he hack until tomorrow —
BRYAHTI Good little Trixle — sometimes her mistakes
are helpful — Tell me, does Kax know or does
he think he knows I'm to h« out of town?
PETKl Yeah — he waited for me — I told him.
BRYANTl Why did he want to know?
PETE! I'm not sure — hut when I got to thinkln'
—
he was worried ahout ;nayoa the walk-out wouldn't
come off — and he wanted to know if I'd he on
the night shift — said if we were still wjrklng
_— he'd he over to so- me.
BRYANT t And when you found emery dust you thought Max
might have —
P8I :
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That's it —• and I knew I'd been a heel —
-
I came over to get straight with you —mm
MOLLYt I Just knew he wasn't doing anything wrong, Mr#
Bryant •
BHYAKTt It's a good thing you showed up, Pete -— Molly
here, found these letters — they look bad
for you Pete >»»
PSTEl Ooah ——I »ve been a fool — smart guy •»«- me —
•
and he was Juat uaing me
BRYANT
I
Yes — using you — and other good fellows —
using the decent thinking that you've had about
labor problems —
- and twiating them Juat a lit-
tle bit — so they would look different to you
—
— causing strikes and slow-downs —
PET 1
:
¥hy the dirty little msm
BSTAITl We'll get him, Pete *•* the FBI is on his trail
and he won't do any more damage
PET : I'd like to beat him up with my own two fists mmm
BRYANT t Use those fists to put that Lathe together -•
—
and Pete — thanks for coming clean on the story
PET Gosh mmmm thanks for believing me mmm I sure
stuck my neck out —»—
MTT3ICJ U? AND OTTT
ANN! Yes -— Pete did stick h^s neck out —- and he
might have got into a lot of trouble ~ if he
hadn't realised in t ime that his friend Max was
—
—
an enemy agent —— yes sir — an enemy
ANHt »gent — . This 1b not an unusual story
all
over the nation — our enemies are at work
every minute of every day —— and we are the
folks — you and I who might be able to
sometime put the ringer on subversive aotlvlty.
Our government doesn't mean us to play detective
all the time —-- hut If we do feel that things
In our oountry are not as they should be —~ we
must report to the proper authorities so
action can he taken In time*
script viii usxoiak Btnnsa
music » up mr; :ur ___
N
30U1TO: TIL. "::0NE BLXL s TY.TCE
NELLi Hello Hollo Grace '>hon? Ahout
S:SO? —— Of course - yes —I oan be ready —
— Are the other girls going In to town with
us? — Shat? (LAUGHS) — they wouldn't mlso
a chance — Oh sure — yes I know everything Is
high — yes I guess we shouldn't but after all if
we don't buy them someone else will — I don't
see why we shouldn't have the things we want •—-
anyway we need them -~ What? — Oh pshaw —
I bet. they aren't so low on civllisi goods as
they want us to believe —— Well —- I'll bo
ready —'bye*
AKSt So we aren't low on civilian goods, Eh? —-v*ell
ANN! there may be enough to go around now — If son*
people don't try to buy everything In eight —
-
hut how about It as the war goea on? —• we have
to FACF THE FACTS — we must do our part In the
winning of thla war. It la not fun for the boya
who are doing the fighting — nor the people try-
ing to produce materials for war and oivll life
— we have to pick up our ahare of the burden
and help oarry on —— when the peeoe la made —
we will have to be ready for the readjustment* •—
~ And right now la the tlma for ua to train our-
selves for that period. We must look to the future
— and try to profit by what we learn — let's
look In on Trlxle today — and see (FADE) what
ahe la doing about It*
SOUND
1
PBX BOARD
TRIM El Cunningham, Bryant, Crawford and Stotts. Just a
moment please —
»
Good morning, Trlxle*DEL J
TRIXIEl Good morning, Del.
DEL) well for goodness sakea —— why the long face —
TRIXIEl Oh I was Just thinkln' —
—
DEL I (LAUGHS) That 'a no reaaon for all the gloom —
TRIXIEl Yeah -— but I was Just wondering what the of-
f ice would be like after the war la over* V.hat
If Tony doesn't come beck —
~
DEL 1 Why Trlxle —-- Tony' 11 be back —— of course
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DELI he will*
TRIXIEt Yeah— but what if he doewn't want to work here
DSL l Wall —•— he'll have a Job aome other plaoa
-—
THEN you can meat him for lunch —- and dinner -
_ ond —
TRIXIEl Yeah — but I want to go out to lunch and dinner
now —
—
DELl Oh —— that's It mm
TRIXIEl S«ra —- I wanna go out now and have fun —-
you know —— Gee I'm a dap* — wonderln'
what thlnga'll be like after the war —— take yer
fun when you oan find it, I alwaya aay.
D X
!
I don't know, Trixle —~ perhepa It would be a
good Idea to wonder now and then about what we '11
be doing In the future --- If we oould Juat aae
ahead «—•
—
TRIXIEl Boy —- would that ever be awall —
—
DELt It might make ua act differently now —
~
TRIXIEl Kothlng doing then —- I don't want to know-
DELt It might be Interesting too -— ita something to
think about —
—
TRIXIEl Yeah —• something to dream about —
—
MOSIC UP AND OUT
urn (FILTER MIKEy Something to dream about * -—
Come on Trlxie draara •#• dream about a
family that might live in any town — right now
ANN I
THIS El
POPl
TRI>'IEt
POPl
TRIXIEi
POPl
TRIM El
POPl
TRIXIEI
POPl
TRIXIEI
POPl
TRIXrEl
POPl
M I
:
POPl
— a family that had a nice home —— a garden
(BACK) and getting along fine
Hi, Dad —— isn't It a little early for a gar-
dent
Hello, honey — nope — gotta get things planted
if they're going to grow*
Oee Pop, you act like a kid with a new toy —
alnce we bought this house.
It Is my toy -«— always have wanted a home of my
own —
You're sweet —— well all I can say is — you sure
got a nice one when you finally decided to buy.
Do you like It, honey?
Like It —~ Oee who wouldn't — I love it.
(LftUOHS) well, it'll be ours after I get It paid
for.
Isn't it ours nowT
Of course It is —— but we won't have the title
or deed until the last payment Is made.
Go* —— does it take long?
It all depends on how muoh I pay each time.
Oh —— I see —— we'vo got our cake — aid we're
eating It too, huh?
That's about the sise of it —
—
(OFF MIKE) —— Jim »»»» Oh Jim —— dinner's
most roady.
Let's go In, Trix, I'm starved.
So am I —— Oh Mom — (FADS) are we having bis-
cuits? —
—
MUSIC UP BRIEFLY AND OUT
UOMl (FADE IH) Hurry up, Jlra ——- You're worse than
a youngster — now wash up 'before dinner.
POP! on't be a second.
TRIXIEl You'll never get olean In a aecond the way you
look.
Ml (LAHOHIHO) Dad la having more fun than he'
a
ever had. — He'a so proud of the place.
(KXXXSl Aa If you weren't too.
Ml I love It -»•» we've dreamed about our home for
years — end now Its really true ••*
TRIXIEl nee Mom —-- you're as bad as Dad —— Just like
a kind.
Ml (LAUOHIHO) Well, why not? I feel like one.—
-
TRIXIEl
SOUHD
:
DISUrS !" INO POT oh table up ahd over
...... Help me carry these platea, Trix— Your father
will want everything ready when he ooees down —
and he'll be starved — he always Is after he'a
been working in the garden —— (FADE) (LAUGH)
In three or four years he'll probably be winning
prises on bis vegetables.
AHNl And In three or four years Jim wae winning prltea
— hie family helped him apend what he earned
and what he won — but Jim was having the time
of his life.
Ml jln eweHere ~— help me with these packages.
will youT
POP
i
IN) Sure — Just a minute —~- Golly
—
-what do you think you've bean doing? —
—
buying out a atore?
MOMt Oh —— I've had the grandest time —— material
for new curtaina in Trixie's room — andl've
got samples of damask for the davenport and the
chaira in the living room —— and the wall paper
I picked out — ia simply —
—
POPt That f a going to coat a lot — I don't know if
we'd better •*•
MOlt why Jia —— we've had this place four years a**
and we've got the money to do a lot of things
now —
POPt Yeah — I know — but I got to thinking while I
was out weeding the garden — perhapa it would
be a good Idea now that we can afford it — to
step up the paymonta on the houae —— then it'd
be clear*
MOMs Oh Darling —— don't get atuffy —— let's have
things now while we're still not too old to en-
Joy them —— we're paying off the house Just as
we planned*
POP j Sure — but I don't know——
MOMt Well I do —— Trixie la getting to the age now
when she wants her house as nice as the r est of
the girls — and you know young man —
—
POPt (LAUGHING) — you women --— always thinking
POP!
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about corralling some man.
MOM l well, I don't care — Trlxle ia going to have
aa good a chance aa any other girl In her crowd*
POPl Pshaw— Littla Trixle doesn't need any flxln's.
That's Just It — aha doesn't -— but with aoat
good background"*-
POPl All right -— all right ••- you win -—
HOVl I Just wlah George waa here — then everything
would be perfect.
POPl Yeah — I sure ml a a him «»
MM Well — I'm going to fix his room all up —
—
Just like he'd want It — then when he geta back
It will be all ready —
POPl How do you know what he wants.
MMl He told me —- on hia laat furlough — wa talked
It all over — and I know Juat how he wants
everything.
POPl (LAHOHINO) Alweya a Jump ahead of me aren't
you — well I guess you alwaya were.
TRIXIEl (FADE IB) —— Dad —— open the door.
SOUND
l
DOOR OPTUS
TRIXIEl Thanks —
—
POPl Whew —— what la this, Christmas?
TRIXl (LAtTOHIHG) *— Hope — clothes — Oh Mom —
I got the sweetest suit «»' and sweat era —
and there's a dress that waa simply made for you
----- I told them to put It away ~— and you'd
TRIXIEl be In tomorrow
Mil Oh I don't need a dreaa —
-
TRIXIEJ Maybe not, darling — but ay Mom la gonna
have
pretty things while ahe»a pretty. —— ahe la
pretty — don't you think ao, Dad?
POPl Of oourae I do —- couple of the heat looking
gala In town live right In thla houae.
TRIXIEl Ian't he a lovet
I've thought ao for quite a long time.KOMI
POPl OK girl a — lay -ff — I know when you
two
atart In on me -•» I've no ohance.
TRIXIEl Well — who atarted all thla anyhow -— (ALL
LAflOH)
MOM: Come on, Trlxle — I *»nt to aee the thlnga
you
bought —- then I have a lot of materlala to
decide on for drapea and coverlnga —
TRIXIEl Are we going to redecorate the whole houaeT
Ml Thought we might aa well — when we oan get
them done — we better ~ heaven knowa when we
will ever be able to get palntera and paper
hangera again.
POPl Well, the place will aure look fine — gueaa
I'll be Just aa amert to fix up the plaoe and
keep up the regular peymenta like alwaya —
Might aa well enjoy what we have while we're
getting It — You two keep me oleaned.
TRIXIEl Oh —— Dad -— You don't mean that
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POPt
MUSIC
HAH I
POPt
HANI
MUSIC
POPl
ROM I
POP»
01
1
POPt
V '
:
POPt
MOM:
No, honey ••— the beat Is none too good —
-
what ever I can afford — you're welcome to
have ——
~
UP AND OUT
I'm aorry, Jim —• aince the war ended, things
have changed — the Job you have ia good — we
like you — but there are other men who want
jobs too —— we're cutting down on all our sala-
riea —- if you want to atay on you can —— but
you'll have to take the cut. —
—
Well •— we've got along before — I gueaa we
can again*
OK, Jim —— it'a going to be tough on all of us*
UP MTO OUT
I've Juat about got enough for this month's pay-
ment on the houae after the bllla are paid*
But I've been ao careful — just what we abao-
lutely needed*
I know you have — but prices are h'.gh —— and
I don't get as much in the old pay check aa I
used to —
I know »»*>•
If we didn't have to make thia monthly payment on
the hou8e -•- we'd be all right*
Now you're blaming me mm
No, I »m not —
Yea, you are —• you wanted to make bigger pay-
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M0I1
POPt
MO":
POPt
TRIXIEt
MOMt
TRIXIEt
MOMt
TRIXIEt
POPt
MOMt
TRIXIEt
MOMt
POPt
merits when we had more money —- and I didn't want
you to —- now we don't have anything.
Well -— we had It pretty fine there for a while
— we have that to remember -
Ye e — I know «•<•— hut now —— now when Trixle
should he having a really nice home to entertain
in «•«—
Yeah — everything is old ~ and I can't do any-
thing about it — guess I 'ma pretty poor provider
What's this I hear?
Nothing, dear —— Daddy Is just worried.
Gee •* that's all we do around here these days—
—
worry* »** •*• hold Ter ***»# ^oVae —«* I've
got a surprise —
vou got a Joh.
Yes •#• whee —* and you can have my paycheck
every week <— so stop this worrying — of course
I'll need lunch money and carfare.
No look, honey -— I hate to take your oheok —
that's yours — We are getting along — we Just
don't have much to spend on luxuries any more.
You can "buy yourself some of the things we can't
got for you —
-
So that ' s why you and Dad have had such long
faces — because you can't get things for me —
Well, dear — you're all we have since George •—
I always wanted my family to have what they
wanted.
TRIXlEt
POP I
TRIXlEt
POP J
TRI I I
MOSft
TRIXt
POPi
TRIXlEt
MOM I
TRI
SOUND
t
Ww do Dad —• honest — you know mm you'ra
too good "•<•—
Now that* 3 not possible.
Yes, it Is — why you'd spoil us worthless if
you could*
You'd never he worthless «-—--
Hot with a mother and "Dad like you two.
(LAUGHING) There you go —- flatterer.
(LAUGHING) Well — let's celebrate ~ I've got
a job»
7'ho is your boss, honey.
Cunningham, Bryant Crawford and Stotts —
—
You work for all of them?
No «•* Silly <»*m that's the name of the firm •+•
(FADE) That's how they answer the telephone
PBX BOARD
TRIXlEt (FADE IN) Cunningham Bryant Crawford and Stotts
TRIXlEt
D".Lt
TRIXlEt
IT Lt
TRI
(FILTER mi) Just a moment please »* wait a
minute Del —
—
that's the matter?
?*othing now — but did I ever have a nightmare
last night —
Too much dinner?
Maybe •« but your bright ideas caught up with me
•# I thought I was seein* into the future — and
what was going to happen after the war -—
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DX: Poor Trixie
TRIXIEt Yeah —- I dunno Aether I was the girl who was
going to got my job or what — I am all mixed up
— hut It couldn't he me ~ because she had
folks and a big house and was gonna give thera all
but her lunch money
»
Dr.L: No -— • and a good thing too I'll say —
-
tRIXIBl Oee — Del — do you ever dream?
DEL: I guess so —«
—
TRIXIEt Don't you know?
D'Xt I don't rHWBembor them I guess. --- Probably they
aren't important*
TRIXIEt Oee Del —- you know what I'd like?
D'Lt T»d never guess, Trixle
TRJ- S : A home of ay own -——
~
DELt (LAT70HS) Why Trlxie —— are you thinking of get-
ting married -—
TRIXIEt Oh no —- T mean an apartment — then I'd have
a lot of furniture and drapes and
D r;Xt What ever got you thinking of that?
TRIX" | Ky drecm I'll get 'era now — and then
~—
M&l Then after the war you'll need to replace them
—
— they'll be worn out
TRIXIEt Yeah ~— things like that aren't permanent —
are they? ™ But its a swell Idea, I think
lets see -• about a three rooraspartraent -«•-
D^:L: For Just you —— alone?
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TRI>:IEf Why sure — and I can have partial #*• and
—
—
DF.L* v.here will you get all the money, Trlx?
TRIXIEt Oh, lt won't cost so much —— and I'll borrow
extra ration coupons —
TRixr {jee «... Del — You 1 re sure slow sometime —
—
why I know a fellow who told me that anytime I
wanted any extra, he's give »em to me —— he
eats out ~— and I know a lot more who would, too
H&l Well — I still want to know who ia going to pay
for all the food that your parties are go'ng to
take —
—
TRlXIF-t Gee, Del — Don't stop me —- let me dream —
DEL: You know what dreaming does to you —-—
-
TRTXI | Oosh —— that's right •*— Oh well I'd rath-
er get clothes and things now anyhow —- did I tell
you that I met the cutest fellow —* we're going
to the hotel tonight for dinner -— and dancing.
—- Gee —— I've gotta get out at noon hour so's
I can buy a hat
D" Lt (LAUCHS) another one?
TRIHEt Why not? mh I can't go around to swell places
looking like last year's wash, can I?
DEL: You don't have to keep up with each weeks style,
darling*
TRIXT : Now, Del — T don't mean to criticise —- but you
could do with some new things too —
—
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DEL I
TRIXIE
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DEL I
TRIXIEt
DELt
TRIXIEt
DELt
TRIXIEt
You know, Trixie I think you're right
but Mom aaya that as long as a girl la neat and
clean whatever ahe haa looka good —
You alwaya look good, Del — really you do —
but I'd aure like to aee you really decked out
sometime
•
I»m not the deoked-out type, Trixle —»••
Yeah —- maybe you're not — and you are klnda
smooth-looking
Save while you can (LAUGHS) I always say —
—
Gee —• that 1 a like my dream — goah — waa
that ever a nightmare-—
It waan't as bad aa that, waa it, Trixie?
Well •—- no *~ but thla atuff about aaving
doean't mean me —
Why nott
I'm going to get married one of these days —
yeah —- and have a swell house and children
maybe ——
And a huaband who givea you everything you want?
Yeah—- aure —- that's what I mean.
Where doea thia fellow live, Trixie —-- I'd
like hi a telephone number —
Now you're making fun of me ——
#
No I'm not •** but it takes two to make a bar-
gain -—
—
And you don't think any man would be like that?
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DEL:
TRIXIEt
iOUKDt
TRIXIEt
D r:X:
No ••• I don't mean that -— I just mean that
if you* re going to have anything in the future,
you've got to save for it now.
Well — I gueaa I won't have any future, then
— I Just can't care though i»i» life's too
short »•» !
PBX BOARD
Cunningham, Bryant, Crawford and Stotts «*# Just
a moment —-— Walt a minute Del ——
•
Can't do it Trixie —— Life's too short «•»»»«
ANN* Yes, life is short —- but we must plan it at
well as we are able* If we could have a glimpse
of what the future has in store, that planning
would be so easy »« wouldn't it? im> But
maybe we'd be like Trixie and think that it was
only a dream — and a bad one at that. But
its good so.nd sense to put away, in sound in-
vestments, money that is availeble now—-- so
that we may have a back log if a rainy day does
eome along —
11C
MUSIC
SOUND:
SOUND:
MARY:
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SCRIPT IX MANPOWER SHORTAGE
UP AND OUT
TELEPHONE BELL TWICE
RECEIVER UP
BRTANTl
Hello hello Jane. What? Does
Henry know of any workmen for the plant?
well how should I know What? yes,
Henry said the other day that they were having
a time getting orders out why he hasn't been
home one night in two weeks of course its
overtime —— hut he says even with all of the
hoys working like that they are 'way he-
hind. yes — I guess its that way all
over. (LAUGHS) —- That's it — a man-and-
woman-power shortage. V>nat? •** all right
•mm* I've got to get to work too -— we have a
woman-power shortage in this house too. -—
Yes (LAUGHS) Yes I'll he seeing you
after the war.
There it is, folks — all over the country —
everybody Is finding it necessary to "work over-
time 1* —— and until the war is won we might as
well PACE THE PACTS and plan to help wherever
and whenever we can. There Is a serious situation
at Cunningham, Bryant, Crawford and Stotts
Byyant and Del (FADE) are talking about it.
That's all, Miss Palmer
11]
DEL!
BRYANT t
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BRYANT!
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DEL!
SOUND!
SOUND
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But you didn't really mean that the plant will
have to shut down, did you?———
—
That's the size of it •— the technical division
is getting on all right ••• hut we simply haven't
enough men out in the plant to keep it going*
How about the employment agencies ——-
—
You know what they have been telling us the last
month ••«•«»««•
Yes —«•«• I know •*••
We aren't licked yet ——-—
But Mr. Bryant —• you can't do everything —
you've been working yourself to death ——
—
Don't worry about me —- I Just wrote that letter
so he would realize we're in a tough spot -•—
but we're not quitting*
I'll havo these reports ready for you by noon
Thanks — and if you need me —• I'll be in the
plant *nm4
DOOR CLOSE
TELE PHONE
TELEPHONE Rt£ETVER UP
Hello mm—-» yes, Trixie, I am busy ssees what?
—
— oh all right •— get her to relieve you «
TELEPHONE RECEIVER DOWN
TYPING UP
SOUND! KNOCK ON DOOR
DELt Come in.
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TRIXT t Del —.—»—»-
SOUND J TYPING OUT
DT :Li I'm sorry, Trixie, —- I'm busy —••
TRIXlEt But Del » can't you talk & minute
D r"L: What's so Important —
TRIXI : Del •*»>* I Just hadda tell you about last night
D'.Ll Look, Trlade •— I'd love to hear about last
night — but I can't now —- there are some very
important letters to get out —- and these reports
have to b© finished by noon.
TRIXIEt Gee, Del —— you are worried —«—
D'.Lt You bet I am <•»
TRIXIEt What's the matter?
DEL I Well, in the first place unless wo get some
more workmen in the plant we're going to have to
elose down*
TRIXIEt Gosh —— and we'll all be oute jobs* —— That
ean't happen —— I've got a slug of things I've
not even started to pay for yet —
•
DEL J I don't doubt it <»>»
TRIXIEt Aw now Del —— Don't act like that MM*
DEL: How can I help it —— wo aren't eo important.
Trixie ——• but the Job that this factory is
doing (MM**' la terribly important »—- we simply
can't close down*
TRIXI : Yeah —»—• its sabotage ooao that's what it is#
Ml No —— Its manpower shortage*
11!
ttzxn
:
Looks aa If there ota be a lott* fellows who
would want a Job -— »hy Just the other day
there were mora bums on the street —- bat they
weren't doing a thing.
DELl Where, Trial*?
TRIXI : Oh Just on the street —
D X: Where do you suppose they stay?
TRIM 1 I duxmo —— probably down by the traots in
tents —- that's where thay used to be back homo
_™ only they weren't in tents ——they Just
sorta bunked down by the river*
Dll I wonder where they go in cities —
—
TXIXIBI Probsbly to a hotel, Dearie *>»»
DEL J Yes »»•* probably they do ——
—
TRIXTEt :©, Del —- what's satin' you — too busy to
let me tell you all about laat night —- and than
bothered and gettin' all interested in a bunch of
bums —— I wish I hadn't bothered you—
•
DEL» Don't be mad, Trixie ***** I'm glad you did •*
you gave me an Idea *•>
TRIXI Well of all things are you nuts?
D'3#s (LATJ(?Hrc) •*•#• Maybe -~— wait and see—
—
MTTSTC ITP 1 ,UT
WOMAN t What can I do for you?
DELl Pardon me MM* but may I apeak to the manager?
?>OMANt W*ll *#•• guesa I'm It, if anybody is —
—
DELl "ell *•#* would you mind telling me if any of
11<
DEL I
WOMAN
t
DEL:
WOMAN I
DEL I
WOMAN t
D'.'Ll
WOMAI1
DEL I
WOMAN
t
DEL I
WOMAN
I
your lodgers are out of work?
(LAUGH) Lor 1 luv ys # mi as -— they all are* —
D*ya think they'd live In this flop howaa If
they could afford better?
Do you think that any of them would he willing
to work —— even a day at a time?
I dunno —— they are a worthle aa lot — most of
them coma In too drunk to work —— others just
plain don't want to*
But where do they get tha money to pay for their
living?
Don't know itm I don't aak questions*
Well mmmmm aren't there one or two who perhaps
might he persuaded to go to work if they knew it
was important to the war effort?
Ita hard to tell «—- when a man gata to he a
down-an»outer aee* something happens to him •**•
he don't seem to help himself*
I know mmmm that is ••-« I've heard that's so —
but surely there are aome who would be intereated
«•— can't you think of any?
Wall now ——• there's Bill —— Re's right good
when he's sober «•«— and Pete — and maybe Joa
wouU be OK
Could I talk to them?
Sure -•«• nothing atopping ya — but I don't
think you'll get any place »«>»
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DEL: I*ve Just got to •—•—
WOMAN
l
All right — set yourself down over there by
the stove —— I'll tell »em you wants talk to
•em when they come in.
DELt Oh thank you «.<—»—-
KHUUM Don't thank me —- you ain't talked to »em yet.
MUSICt UP AND OUT
SOUND
J
PBX BOARD
TRIXIEj Cunningham Bryant, Crawford and Stotts —-- Just
a moment mmm
BRYANT
»
Good morning, Trixie
TRIXIEt Good morning, Mr. Bryant.
BRYANT t ?here is Miss Palmer?
TRlXIEt Why -—- why I don't know
BRYANT
I
Hasn't she called in?
TRIXIEl No —• but if she isn't coming down I'm sure she
would have mm— Gee mmmm she's always here mm—
BRYANT! Yes, she is mmmmm
TRIXIEl You don't think anything is wrong, do you?
BRYANT I If it was anyone else mmm no •<• But «•«—
—
tizxa : I'll call her mother mmmm
BRYANT 1 Ho —— wait half an hour or so SiiM
SOUND
t
PBX BOARD
TRIXI : Cunningham, Bryant, Crawford and Stotts — Just
a mmmm its for you, Mr. Bryant —
—
BRYANT I I'll take it in my office.
TRIXI : Just a moment —— I'll connect you -~—
Ill
SOUND t
BRYANT J
MUSIC
BRYANT
»
DEL*
BRYANT t
DELi
BRYANT I
DEL I
BRYANT I
DOOR OPENS AND CLQ318
Hello —— yes f this la Bryant #•» WHAT? mi ll
a TRUCK —— What doca Mlaa Palmer want a truck
fort ..»••-. what? ——— to traneport men I II II >
are you crasy? —— — yea imhsh i yea wi
have aarloua labor ahortage —— what —•- Men?
»•»—- oh —— aure ——> aure m•«— give her tw>
truoka ——• give her a tlo et of them •*••••
yea —— anything ahe aaka for —•—- and tell her
to hurry —.—-—-
UP AND OUT
•ell, Ml aa Palmer « »« » we»re getting production
——- thanka to you.
An the men working out all right?
Wi have quite a turn over liim *' " but when one
take a time out -«—- another aeema to deoidi to
work a nhile.
Are they good workera ——---
Yea and No "» • eorao are —— aome not «—~ but aa
a whole, they are getting the Job done.
I felt awfully sorry for aome of them aiasssi
You know i » «iMi a couple of the boyi aeem to
really have atuff —- Now Bill hasn't laid off
thia last week at all —— and Joe 18 coming
along too*
Do you auppose we can give them a chance to be
men again?
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DEL I
BRYANT t
D L»
BRYANT x
DSLt
BRYANT I
DEL I
BKYANTl
SOUND:
SOUND:
R r;Y^NT:
SOUND:
SOUND:
BILL*
BRYANT I
BILLt
BRYANT I
BILL:
Suggesting that I should ohange joba?
Good lord, No *«« ! we wouldn't be running to-
day If It weren't for you —
—
Trlxle gave me the Idea.
I can't get over It #*### a girl going down there
into the slums #+« and coxaing out with workers —
»ell neisse you have done all the real follow-up
work.
Did you think I»d let you keep hanging around a
neighborhood like that*
They were nice to me ——---
Y«a —— you probably did a better Job of break-
ing the ice than any of the men could have done.
TELEPHONE
RECEIVER UP
Ye» —-. oh —-— send him right in
Bill n» « Wonder what's up.
RECEIVER DOWN
That's
DOOR OPLNS AND CLOSES
Mr. Bryant ——
—
What is it, Bill
Well -«•— there's another guy down to the lodg-
ings that would go to work I •-•- think —
—
maybe.
Fine —— we '11 put him on
Will ya get him a place to live — like you did
Mil
11
BRYANT! Sure, Bill —-—-
BILL! Well —-- 1*11 bring him around in the morning
»» and »>•» say •— Mr* Bryant •———>—-
BRYANT! What •a on your mind, Bill ———
•
BILL: I Just wanted to tell ya that If my work
Is all right —— I'd like to stay here regular
BRYANT
!
Ine, Bill »<• of course you can stay on uses
we noed you —- and you've been working very well
this last week*
BILL! Thanks, Mr* Bryant m» you know its been a long
think anyone would want me
BRYANT: Bill, I know what you mean —-— but I want you
to know that you've been a big help to us —
—
and if we o«n be a help to you ##» we're here*
BILL! Thanks, Mr* Bryant »•»• I'll have the guy here
tomorrow.
BRYANT Good Bye, Bill —-- aiad you dropped in.
BILL! Good Bye, sir*
SOUND! DOOR CLOSE
BRYANT! Well, Miss Palmer —— what do you ftink of that?
MUSIC! UP AND OUT
SOUND
!
PBX BOARD
TRIXI : Cunningham, Bryant, Crawford and Stotts eeeoe
DHL! Hello, Triple
TRIXIEi Hello, Del —- gee you look gay as a lark h»m
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D Li I am iiMim gueaa what?
TRIXEEt There* a only one thing that makea a girl look
like that —— who ia he?
DELI (LAUGHS) Oh Trixie -«— there* a another thing
that makea a girl look like that —
—
TRIXIEi (5© e *•**• what #nm> Del •#*
DELI A new hat ——- look
"OUNDt Tissin: FAPK1
fWLTXi : Oh ——• Oh —«-— ita preoioua —— but you —•—
DEL: yes tin I know «*** I Just don*t go in for thlnga
like this •—
-
TRix: Put it on ••*•• and tell me all about it ———
—
DELl Well m*m» I got a raise **•——-
TRIXIEi
no.1 Uh huh -~ that flop house labor got ua over the
hump ••— and Kr» Bryant aald I wao worth more
than he oould pay me #•# but here waa a raise*—-
TRIXIBl CJoe »m» that's wonderful s » <
•
D Ll And Trixie -— thia is for you —
—
TRIXP : For me #»<<i«*f
SOUND J TISSUE PAP' v
TRIXIEi Oh <! Del ——— Just the earrings I longed
for ~—
Mfcl well *•**> If it hadn't bean for you — l»d
never thought of the flophouse hotel ——
•
TRIXIEi Gee —~ 15 g1 *** Thanka —~ only you ahouldn»t
have — Colly -«— aren't they wonderful ••••
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TRIXIEi Oh Boy — will I ever knock f em cold
thanks •-
DEL: Trlxie ••«• do you think I could wear earrings?
TRIXIEt low look here, Del Palmer ~e* what»s going on —
DELI what do you mean?
TRIXI : You know what I mean —— first you show up with
a tricky new hat — and then you start wondering
If you can wear hlg swanky earrings --- you
can»t tell me there *s nobody you»re dressing up
for.
DELt (LAUGHS) Trlxie — You » re imagining things •»-«
TRIXIEt Could he »«><» hut I»m not dumb os»o always.
D:.Lt I should say you* re not MMi
SOUND* DOOR CLOSE
TRIXJ : Well —— for goodness* sakes
SOUND: PBX BOARD
TRJXIEt Cunningham, Bryant, "rawford and Stotts —«
•
(FADE) Just a moment ••«—
MUSIC UP DINNER MUfIC
MUSIC onn
BRYANT 1 Well, Miss Social Worker essst will you have
coffee with your dinner or later?
D : Lt Later, please*
BRYANT! You know I»m awfully glad you ssld you»d have
dinner with me >»•••
DELt I was awfully flad you asked me*
BRYANT! (LAUGHING) ~ you know this Is the first time
BRYANT t
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In months that I've Just sat down without be-
ing worried shout anything.
DEL l It has ho en pretty hectic.
BRYANT l And all because you went slumming — everything
has settled down.
DKL« Those fellows oame through —- didn't theyT
BRYANT t y p —- nine of them are old regulars now—
Joe crane over to me todsy and said he wanted to
be on the payroll aavlngs plan.
DELI Imagine ttiat »<» maybe they'll save for the fut-
ure —- (LArrnHS) don't call me Miss Social
Worker any more — you're just as Interested ss
I am.
BRYANT 1 Of course I am —- but you got me stsrted being
Interested —— In them I mean —
—
DELl Oh —— What did Pete want today —— he said
it was important.
BRYANT
1
(LAUOHS) —- Oh Pete — you remember what a
time we had with him at first? Work a day then
get plastered and be gone for two?
DELt I remember —
—
BRYANT
l
Well, Pete has reformed—- I mean he really has
—
- and today he told me he was moving — and
you'll never guess why.
DF.L»
BRYANT t He said his landlord drank — and he didn't
approve.
MX
:
BRYANT!
DEL I
BRYANT t
DEtt
BRYANT t
DSLl
BRYANT
t
Mirsict
SOUND!
Oood for Pete
I had quite a time with 0«orge and Rick, though
What on ?arth was the matter with them —-
-
Well — they didn't want to make too much mon-
ey —— because they didn't want to pay lneome
tax*
(LAtJOHS) Not really?
Tee — really —
—
Did you convlnoe them that they were wrong?
It was pretty tough •*• but I finally proved to
them that they were wrong —- took me an hour
and two sheets of figures, though. Sot them on
aavlnga plan — and they're buying extra bonds
too.
INCREASE IB VOLUME
BRYANT! TTmm —— that's good music — and we've been
talking shop — would you like to dance?
DELi I»d love to ~
—
BRYANT! Let' a go*
MTTSIC ITP AMD OUT
PBX BOARD
TRIXIEj Cunningham, Bryant, Crawford and Stotts. —
—
Just a moment* flood morning, Del
DFXi Oood morning, Trlxle —
—
TRIXKi Oh Del —
~
DHLi TJh huh?
TRIXIEt 1 -« know ~ why — you — got the hat — I
bet-—
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DEL» Now Trlxla —
—
TRIXITit Uh Huh —« and I think you'd look darling In
hlg earring* — wanta borrow mine?
SCRIPT X OUT? OOOD S'lOHBORS
MUSIC TTP AND OUT
BRYANT 1 Oood morning, Kiss Palmer —
—
D?Xl Good morning, Mr* Bryant*
BRYANT j Del, een you speak Spanish?
DSLl (LAUGHS) Well ~— It sounds as If I have an
Irish accent — but I know some of the words
I can write In Spanish If Its letters
you want*-—
BRYANT 1 Ho — I don't want letters written -«— you see
we're c° lnS *° have a oouple of fellows from
South America come to the plant*
DELt be are? —
—
BRYANT
«
Yea — we'll train »ea la our plant — then
they can go back and teach their own people how
we do It —
—
MR.I *hore are they from?
BRYANT t Well, one is from Venezuela and the other from
Peru.
DELt Can they apesk English?
BRYANT
»
I don't know — I su«ss so — they have had a
oouree In tasMngton In Technical phrases
sure — they must spesk English all right*
DEL i Well —— where do I oome In?
BRYAHTt Oh — (LAUCIIS) — I thought I should know a few
complimentary thinge to say — or have you say them
when they arrive. — You see — I 'm really aw-
fully glad to have them.
D;X: I see —- Good Neighbor polloy —— la that It?
BRYANTt That* a It, Del —« end the beat way to get to
know people — la to work with them. Some of
the planta all ready have had some of theee fel-
lowa. And they are pretty fine, I head.
MtJSTC T7P AND OPT
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TRIXIEt
DELt
TRIXIEt
DEL I
TRIXIEt
DELt
TRIXIEt
DELt
TRIXIEt
DELt
TRIXIEt
Gee, Del —— waddya thlnkf
Haven't the foggleat Idea, Trlxle — what have
you been up to now?
Is that nloe? —- (GIGQBSS) — but you'll never
guess «— Arturo aaya I'm Just what he always
thought a girl from the United Statea would be.
Good heavens -——
-
What did you eay?
I said Good —— heaven sent, no doubt.
Yeah —- how did you know? — Golly, but thoae
South Americana aure do have a good line
But Triads —— how did you meet himT
•a— oh -—- Artie?
Who???'????
Artie —- that 'a what I'm going to call him —
hie name la Arturo — And he oame over here and
asked about the telephone system — and —
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DELt
TRIXIEl
DELt
TRIXIEl
D'Lt
TRIXIEl
DEL J
TRIXIEJ
DELt
TRIXIEt
30PSD t
And
SOOTI :
BRYANT
I
BILLt
Veil — he was bo good looking an all that I was
especially nice to him, of course ~
( LAUGHS) Of oourae —-
—
And I think he's going to ask me cut --•- at least
he aoted as If he was going to*
Ok huh —- and you didn't discourage him, of
course*
7hy I should say not —- he's a Good Neighbor.
PnA you're going to he the typical North American
— is that it?
Sure »•» gee, Del — do you suppose I'd have a
chance with all those Beautiful slgnorltas down
In South Amerloe?
You do pretty well right here -—- I imagine you'll
keep the score even*
(SIGHS) Gosh he's handsome —
—
PBX BOARD
TRIXIEl Cunningham, Bryant, Crawford and Stotts. —
-
Just s moment* Gee — Del —- that sounded
like Arturo — gosh — I wish he'd oall me.
MUSIC UP AND OUT
MACHINES UP AND UNDER
OK, Bill —- looke as if we'll get a good run on
these new gears.
Yeah — now if we oould have enough help to put
'em out — we'd be all right*
BRYAKTj How about the South Amerioan boys -—
BILL! Look -«— Mr. Bryant ~— Let's lay offa them.
BRYANTi What's the matter. Bill —— aren't they working
out?
BILLt Say — they take more time asking questions of
me — gee — I've got work to do — If you ask
me ... they're gold-brloking — yeah — just
like In the army -— Just gold brickln',
BRYANTi Hell, Bill — I guess 1 made a mistake — maybe
I shouldn't have let them oome to work with us.
BILL Haw — I didn't mean that exaotly — its Just
that they get under my skin — wants know why —
and how — and lfwe did something one way —
-
if It'd work another. — that wastes my time
— and I don't like it.
BRYANT I You don't mean then — that they aren't work-
ers ~»
BILLi Well now —- if you count how they wanta stay
overtime — and don't watoh the olock —— yeah
they're workers — but aw — skip it, boat —•
BRYANTi (LATTEIS) Say Bill — make up your mind —- do
you want to work with them or don't you ——
BILLi Sure — I'll work with 'em — they're OK aa fal-
lows — smart too — but I Just don't like to
play school teacher.
BRYANTi That's what they oaae here for. Bill — to learn
the bualnesa.
,.
BILL: Ok — Ok — we need help —— see — end we
gotta Job to do —- I know that—- don't mind
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me —- I'll play professor to Arturo and Tito -»
end like it.
BRYANT t Good boy — Bill and thanks — and Bill —
BILLS Yeah?
BRVANTl I understand trlxia call* 'em ARTIE AND IBM
BILLl (LAUGHS) She would —— Say — Will I ever
give the rats —
BRYANT 1 Hey —— la that toeing a OOOD NEIGHBOR?
BILLl Sure —~ Pee, Boss — that's part of being a
good American — knowin' how to take lt»
TOICl UP AND OUT
TRIXIEt (SINGING — SOME POPULAR TUNE) —
~
DELt Good morning, Trixie —— you sound happy.
TRIXIEt Hello — - yeah ias*»
DELt And look happy.
TRIXIEt Yeah m
DEL! (LAUGHS) And something's up — you won't talk
TRIXIFt Oh Del —- I've had the most fun —- with Artie
the laat week —- but I don't understand it.
DT-Xt What do you mean — you don't understand it?
TRIXIEt Veil — you know how I like to go plaoee aid do
things?
n L t yea __ i know
TRIXI*: I Well —- Artie doesn't have but $150 a month --
and he oan't afford to take me to the hotel
every night —
—
DEL I
TRIXIEt
D L:
TRIXIEl
MLl
TRIXIEl
DELI
TRIXIEl
DTX:
TRIXIEl
DKLs
TRIXIEt
DEL l
TRIXIEl
No —— I wouldn't think he could on $150 a
month » but what oan't you understand?
Well -— goah -— I don't oare — we have fun
Just talking*
I think that'a great, Trixle —
Yeah —— maybe I'm the Intellectual type after
all.
Well, I wouldn't worry about that.
Honeat — When Artie gate to talking about Vene-
auela and the plaoea he's seen in South America ~
— why I could listen for houra.
He must be a pretty fine fellow.
Oh — he is — but He's so serious -——
—
(LAUGHS) would you believe it — I wanted to
brag on the United States to him — and I went
to the library the other night,
hat on earth fort
veil — gee — you can't Just aorta aay some-
thing to Artie and let it go —- he wanta to know
all about everything •—
—
Yea — but where does the library come in?
I went over —- goah — it waa tha first time
I've been there since I waa a kid — and I got
some enoyolopodiaa —
—
No
I did —- and I read up on some things to talk to
Artie — you know — so 'a I'd sound as if I
"
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TRIXIKt
DFX J
TRIXIM
DEL l
TRI: :
DEL I
TRI/IEt
DELt
TRIXIFt
DEL I
TRIXIEt
DEL l
TRIXIEt
1 1 m.
really knew something
And did you make an Impression?
Did I -— well — its awful — I gotta go over
again this afternoon — on account of he think* I
am interesting*
(LAUGHS) well — you probably are, my pet.
Gee — (LAUGH) Wouldn't it he funny
If what —
Wouldn't it he funny if I —— oh well skip
it.
OK —- hut watoh yourself, Trixie — yon swy get
to like studying —
Gee mm * That's Just what I was thinking — you
know «—- that country of ours is pretty swell,—
Sure it is —- I guess we don't think much about
It because its right here all the time.
Yeah —- believe me, I wasn't going to let any-
body — not even as nice a guy as Artie get to
thinking that we didn't have the best country In
the world ——•»-
Hurrah ~— get out the flag and wave it, Trlxie
Well —- gee —» he knows so much about South
America —- Gosh — I felt kinda like bragging
on the United States too. —— and do you know,
Del -— those encyclopedias sure have stuff In
——
- Just between you and me •*• I didn't know
anything muoh until 1 started reading
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DF.Lt
BOOTI t
TRIXIEt
MtTSICt
BILLl
BRYANT!
BILLl
BRYANT!
BILL:
BRYANT!
BILLt
I tn take ay hat off Trlxle — to you. —
Really, Darling you're amasing.
PBX BOARD
Cunningham, Bryant, Crewfoi-d and Stotta. ••••
Just a moment*
UP AMD OPT
__
Mr. Bryant —— oan you come here a minute?
What's the matter, B111T
We've got the maohinery all together that the blue
prints celled for and ahe'e there — would be
ready for Inspection —- but we had a rough go
In thaee pistons —— the trial run came out OK
— but we tried to uee these platona —— they
aren't exactly up to specifications — but they
were all we could get —- and they wouldn't
hold up*
Any poaalbillty of grinding aome of thJ ones wa
had on hand*
Yonh —- it could be done, I gueaa — but the
men are gone and I have to get over to Ho. 4 to
get out that special rush order*
But Bill »»« if this machine doean't get going
tonight ~— we're sunk on our new production —
»
- and it will out down 2- peroant on time allow-
ance*
I know it, Mr. Bryant —— I'll eae if I can get
It going tonight*
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BKYANTi That'll mean you'll have to work all night —
—
BILLt Yeah —- hut we've got t0 &° **•
BRYAHTt Vte aure do, Bill — I'll be down and work
with you ———
—
BILL« Swell, Mr. Bryant ——- hut even the two of u«
won't he able to get It by morning, I'm afraid
BRYANT! It 'a worth a try, Bill -— aee you later.
MUSIC; OP AND OPT
SOHUB!
TRIXIEl
DEL i
fUXXIJ
PBX BOARD
Cunningham Bryant Crawford and Stotta » « oh
—»» Hello Artie —— uh huh —— Why Artie
> e« I alwaya ave an extra minute to talk to
you ——• WhatT »»> butl'd planned on It —•»
I've got a oute new hat —«- and -— Well -—
I don't know that I wanta aee you again ——
you're a fine Good Neighbor you are -— Well I
don't oare ————- You can't Just up and break
a date with me like thle. ——— I gueaa you've
bragged all you can about Venezuela —— you
don't want to hear anything about the States —
—
Khat? ——— that's Juat a line and you know It
—— but being Intelligent doesn't aeem to In-
terest you » >»» that's the way I feel about It
and don't bother about oailing me any more
___— oood bye »———•——
Well Trlxle —— what's the matter.
I guess I burned him up all right —•—•—
TRIXIEl
those wonderful things I had to tsik about —
—
(SICES) ~— the typical American girl —
—
that's what Artie oalls mo —— I mean he did —
_— and here I am ell aet to have fun and be in-
teresting in a big way —— and he oalls ——
-
just calmly culls and says he thinks he ought to
work tonight*
DEH Well now -— perhaps he does really think he
ought to work tonight*
TRIXIEl instead of going out with me »«> '»» and getting
told some fancy facts and figures?
DELt Have you learned them ——— T
TRIXIEt Yeah iMii Hi almoat * I've got 'em In my
pocket book —— and I'll know 'em by tonight -•
— or I would have If I'd hada date with Artis.
DEL! Better start leaning, Trlxie ~— you'll have
another date —— I'm betting on that*
TRIXIEl Hope -•— after what I said, he never will oall
MUSIC HP AND OUT
SOUND I PBX BOARD
TRIXIEl Cunningham, Bryant, Crawford and Stotts — Just
a moment please —
—
BRYAHTl
••
BOTH! Good morning*
BRYAHTt (LAUGHS) Don't look so shocked, girls —
BRYANT t I've teen working In tho plant all night.
DF.Lt Did you and Bill get the machine to runt
BRYANT t Bill and I -——and Arturo —— It was really
Arturo —— that boy la a genlua --— we were
working on the platona «' and Arturo suddenly
tutlona that Bill and I hadn't thought of mass
and she started to purr like a kitten ——
—
TRIXIEi Oh for goodness* sakes ——
-
BR-AHTl What's the matter, Trlxle?
TRIXIEi N—nothing —— really, Mr. Bryant.
BRYANT
1
Sell ——— 1*11 run along and clean up a bit —
„_—
. and Del «»• get a letter off right away to
the. War Department » that we're ready to
aooept the assignment they wanted to give us.
DELl I will.
SOTJNDl Door CLOSE
TRIXIEi Oh Del »•»
DELl What's wrongT
TRIXIKl Wrong —— Oh Del nothing —~ Isn't It
wonderful?
DEL: I should say it is »»»«» now we can get into
production «»»«
TRIXISl Oh no -— lan't It wonderful about mo?
D^Ll
TRIXIEi
About 3
Yes ---
ou?
Oh Del -.-.. «ren't Good neighbors WONDERFUL?
MUSIC UP AND OPT
ANNf Yes, folks —— good neighbors are wonderful —
mm and out of the trials and difficulties of
war — may oome batter understanding of ourselves
and of our neighbors working together, for a
common cause —— we are creating a common ground
for progress
•
SCRIPT XI COMPLACENCY
MP5ICI PP AND PITT
ANN: You know, folks — the war Is coming closer and
closer to us these next months — It's serious
business — this making a world safe for demo-
cracy — and the cost Is heavy — and this world
that the boys oome back to after its all over —
we're planning for It — right now— we have to
— but that doesn't mean that it will be ready
next week — or next month — or even next year
— Plans for that post war world must be made now
— and talked over —but the Job we have to fin-
ish first — Is to win the war — we know wo will
— but it'll take time - and until that Job is
done — we won't have any post war world to live
in — and we don't have the pre-war world to live
In either — everyone of us has to shoulder his
part of the responsibility — most of us are —
but Trixie and Del have a little Problem — (FADE)
ANN I
TRIXIEt
DH.I
TRIXIEl
M&l
TRIXIEt'
DEL I '
;
TRIXIEt
*&.
TRIXIEt
deli;
SODTOt
—
DEL*
lira. 0.
th»t they are having to faoe themselves
PB' BOARD
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Cunningham, Bryant, Crawford and Stotta. —
-
Juat a moment — Y.ait a minute Del —-
What 'a up, Trixie
That tfra. Crawford — ahe waa in here while you
were out in the plant — and she's coming baok —
\rhat doeB ahe want Trixie?
Dunne —— ahe wanted you — and if you aak me -•*-
ahe'a going to want you plenty.
On a day like thia — we're ao ruahed we don't
know what to do*
Yeah — you'd think you were working for her ~
lnatead of her husband.
I don't want to be rude — and I don't want to loaa
my Job — but I Juat oen't go ohaaing all over
town « in and out of department atorea --—-
shopping for things you oan't buy
Well — I wouldn't — and if you aak me -—
I'll bet Mr. Crawford doean't like having her
oome down here asking us to do errands for her
all the time —~
I'm getting back to the plant Juat as soon aa I
DOOR OPEN
Oh —- good morning, Mrs. Crawford —
—
Good morning, my dear — I Juat timed it right.
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Mrs. c.
DEL
»
Mrs. C.
TRIXIEt
Mrs. C.
THIXIEi
Dt!
Mrs, C.
Dr.L:
Mrs. c.
DHLf
didn't I?
I was out in the plant with Mr. Brysnt —
—
Yes that's what this dear little thing —
I never can remember your name? ——
-
Trixis
Oh Yes (LAUGHS) Trlxie ----- how stupid of me -
I never think of anything but Oypey —- and
that wouldn't fit you at all — now would it?
Ho.
You'll excuse me, Mrs. Crawford — ws are aw-
fully busy — and I have to get some specifica-
tions — and take them into the plant.
Oh — but I came baok especially to see you —
I'm sorry —
—
Now — now — it won't take but just a moment
or two. —— Juat a few little things that I
thought you could pick up for me. —— and Mr.
Crawford can bring them home. —— My dear —
—
I'M simply rushed to death —— I know JUST
how you feel — I'm simply up to my neck in war
work — there really isn't any social life at
all any more —— and I think Its s mistake —
we'd all do better If we felt that the war was
going to let us keep some of the finer things of
life.
Kell, everyone is busy these days — I guess we
don't have time to spare very much for enter-
tainment.
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Mrs. C. Yes —- we do — or we should — that's why
I simply said last week — that I was going to
give some parties — I Just called the girls —
and told them I wouldn't he available for a month
for any activities (GIOQLES) I meant the war act-
ivities — and I'm going to have a fling,
Oh dear — here I am rattling on — and what
I really wanted was to give you these little
packages — will you return them «—- my dear —
DEL, well — I'm afraid I won't have time to leave
the office the reat of the week
Mrs. C. Why —— goodness — I wouldn't exjB ct you to
do that — now look — on each one is a little
not© — see how I fixed everything — so you
Imply oouldn't make a mistake not that you
ever have — but — 1 had these things sent
out — and you know how stupid the clerks In
the stores are now-a-days —— or Its that they
don't care for good patronage any more —
—
DEL
i
They are probably overworked too»
Mrs. C. How, Delilah —— they couldn't bs —- not in a
store — but they sent me all the wrong thinga
„__«. if the oolor was right — the sine was
wrong —— Now my dear — all you have to do is
Just exchange them — and check to see that I
really get what I'va ordered.
DELi I'm afraid that I won't have time — Mra. —
-
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DELt
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Mrs. C.
DEL:
Mrs. c.
SOPITDt
TRIXIEi
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Oh corn* now —« of oourse you can —
I'd Ilka to hslp you out of course -— but —
-
Now there's no hurry —- tomorrow will do per-
fectly well —
But I won't bo able to get sway -—- Mrs. Craw-
ford —
—
You mean you are here at the offlow ALL the time?
Yes — praotioally.
W«ll —.. you have a lunch period — don't you?
Yes -— we do.
There you are — it won't take but a woe bit of
your lunch time — and you will be doing me such
a favor, My Dear —~ How I simply must rush a-
long — I 've an appointment at the beauty parlor
—
- Good bye —
-
DOOR CLOSE
Well —- waddya know. (IMITATES MRS. C.) —
You'll be doing me SUCH A FAVOR —~ MY DEAR*
DP AND OUT
GRACE I This waa a lovely Idea —- really Ann Crawford
—
- ho one but you would have realised that we
had simply been working ourselves to death —
and we needed a little relaxation.
Mrs. C. It was fun —— wasn't it — Just like we used
to do —— lunch and bridge — and seeing one's
friends without panting as we talked to them.
Now you — Lou — you need just this sort of
thing regularly — you look more rested right
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Mrs* C« now than I've seen you In weeks*
LOUt I don't feel more rested -—
Mrs. C* Don't be silly ~— of course you do*
LOUi No I don't -— I feel guilty —- I should
have been down rolling bandages this afternoon*
GRACE* Why now look — we've rolled enough band-
ages to take us through six wars —- really —
It seems foolish to keep on like we have been ~
the war will soon be over and there will be sim-
ply millions of things piled up that will never
be used at all*
That's Just the way I feel about It — You know
aa well as I do that we are practically ready to
end the war*
What makes you think so —
—
Why the papers are full of post-war plans —
—
Yes — and if weren't about ready to end it all
—
- then why would they be talking all the time
about what we were going to do after It is over*
For heaven's sakea — Industry and business has
to plan years ahead — Just beoause we have
talks of post-war activity — It doesn't moan
that we are ready for it*
Mrs. C* Now Lou —- you are so involved with all your
work that you can't see ahead —— of course
we are getting ready for the future -—- look
at what all the advertisements say —
—
Mrs. C.
LOU i
Mrs, C,
ORACBl
LOUt
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GRACE
i
Yes -— I can't wait to get all those grand new
gadgeta for the house they talk about • —- my
hut It will be nice to live comfortably again.
LOTJt Aren't you living comfortably now?
GRACE: Without a maid —— my dear —- I'm simply de-
vastated*
Mra. C» I know Juat how you feel —- I oan't get every-
thing done that I have to do -—- why If It wasn't
for that dear girl at the offioe -— I wouldn't
have had time to get ready for the party today*
>»>» iJmmmm — that reminda me — I must call
her —- ahe aaid she waa terribly buay — and
didn't seem as anxious to help me out as ahe us-
ually is.
LOU: Maybe she had Important things to do*
Mra. c. Don't be like that my dear — MY erranda ARE
important* —
—
MTTETC; UP AND OUT
BRYANT
j
Del —- I'm In a crack —— I've got a Job to
do that I oan't handle
DEL: (LAUGHS) There ian't a Job like that made*
BRYANT! Yea, there is —— Del —— the Crawfords have
had a pretty hard blow -—
DEL: You mean that Doug
BRYANT: Yea —~ hia plane waa ahot down —— he waa ta-
ken aa a prisoner of war* Crawford Just got word
a couple of houra ago* He called me from Washing-
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bry*nt«
DEL!
BRYANT
t
DEL?
BRYANT i
DEL:
BRYANT t
DELt
BRYANT
DELl
BRYANT
«
MUSIC
ton — wanta me to tell Vra, Crawford,
Oh »»m. that's terrible.
y«a —- doubly bad —- because Mre. Crawford
Just isn't prepared for It In any way.
Yea, I know —-• she seemed to think that the
war was praotlcally over — and was trying to
live as she always had.
We've got to help them through this first few
hours —— She likes you —— oh I know she haa
imposed on you — but aho doe a rather depend on
you —— eould you «— would you mind going
out there with me —— to see If there Is anything
we oould do?
Why of course not —— I've got a good excuse
too —- she gave me some things to exchange for
her —•
~
You mean shopping? •—•- Ye gods —— she haa
more time than you ever had ——
•
Yea — I know —— but aha well -—
—
she Just doesn't aeem to know how to do every-
thing without a lot of trouble.
Theee women who aren't doing anything —~ then
oome Into a busy office «»»
i
You wanted me to go out with you?
Oh —•— yea ——•— sure —» I forgot for a min-
ute —- lta going to be pretty tough.
UP AND OUT
BRYANT J
Mrs. C.
BRYANT
t
Good afternoon, lira. Crawford
Mra. C. Oh Mr. Bryant and Delilah
BF.L: Yes, Mrs. Crawford I Just brought these
paokages out —- the ones you wanted exchanged.
Mrs. C. Oh —— packages —- my, Delilah — - you ARE
a grand girl --— thank you so much — my
guests are Just leaving —— we've had such a
lovely time --- won't you sit down »m I'll he
with you in Just a minute -—
—
We'll wait, Mrs. Crawford —~ there's something
we want to talk with you about.
Oh my »» it sounds serious mm and I hate be-
ing serious (LAUGHS) —- but I'll be with you —
Just you ws,it. (FADE) Oh girls I'm so
glad you could come today good bye -—
-
good bye --—
GIRLS
s
Good bye —-— ; ood bye , etc
MUSIC
t
U? ffiD OPT
DEL: I think she'll be all right now.
BRYANTt The doctor said he's be over as soon as he could
make it*
Mrs. c. Oh ——• oh call him again please Mr. Bryant-
BRYANT? He's at the hospital, Mrs. Crawford -— he'll
be over soon -—- he said he would.
Mrs. C. I know Jim Blakeley if he gets here by te
o'clock I'll be surprised. He has simply no
feeling.
H
DELS
Mrs. C.
DEL:
Mrs. c.
BRYANT 8
DEL:
Mrs. c.
BRYANT
«
Mrs. C.
BRYANT
:
Mrs. C.
DEL t
Mrs. C.
Now really —— you'll be all right —
—
Just rest a bit now maybe you won't need him.
Indeed I will
Of course —— but he'll be here soon.
Oh dear —— if Mr. Crawford were only here —
I simply can't face this alone
But Mrs. Crawford ~~ Doug will be back -— you
have that assurance -----
And when the war la over —
~
War --— v.'ar that is all I hear and to
think that just a few minutes ago everything was
so fine —— we had forgotten there was a war.
That can't be done these days any more.
But Why did this have to happen to MY boy? —
He'll never survive it never. Why I've giv-
en him everything —- simply everything all his
life -— and now to think that he is suffering
MS
Oh, Mrs. Crawford ~ I know Doug pretty well
you know —— and he's got a lot of courage
he's got what it takes don't you worry about
Doug —— He'll be all right.
But I've tried to protect him from things —
—
why I nearly died when he went off two summers
ago to work with that construction company
But he loved it, Mrs, Crawford
Yes —— he said he did -—— but I always said
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Mrs. C.
BRYANT :
Mrs. C.
DEL:
Mrs. C.
BRYANT
:
Mrs. C.
DEL:
Mrs. C.
DEL:
Mrs. C.
DEL:
Mrs. C.
BRYANT:
Mrs. C.
It was too hard for a child.
He isn't a child —- hs's a man —- and a hero
l&hy _«_- he Is —- isn't he? — of course
I hadn't thought of that —-- oh dear
Be careful, Mrs. Crawford —- here --—-
—
let me help you over to the chair.
I'm all right, Delilah just call Dr.
Blakeley and tell him I'm all right —— I
don't need him ——
-
Are you sure?
Of oourse I'm sure I'm just beginning to
see things clearly — that's all -—
What do you meant
I mean that if Doug Crawford is a hero —
he must not have got any of his courage from me
Oh don't say that Mrs. Crawford.
I've been a silly selfish old fool —
You tfusfc didn't realize how serious our Job was
—
- that's all —
-
Maybe that's the reason —~ maybe it isn't —
—
- but perhaps I can make up for what I haven't
done —— Oh Mr. Bryant —- Would you send a
message for me?
Of course ——•
-
Wire Mr. Crawford —— tell him it isn't neces-
sary for him to come home —— I'm all right ~
Mrs, 04
DELt
Mrs. C.
MTTSIC
_
sotmct
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DELS
TRIXIEs
DEL J
TRIXIEt
DEL I
TRIXIEl
DELS
TRIXCEs
tell him that I'm so busy with war work
that I don't have time to worry about Doug.
You mean you won't —-——
-
Give any more parties — - that's exactly what
I mean —— I'm going to try to do my share over
here Just as Doug did his share over there
_--.- when he oomes back ~— I don't want my
boy to be ashamed of his mother.
UP AND OPT
.
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PBX BOARD
Cunningham, Bryant, Crawford and Stotts —~ Just
a moment —— Del Mrs. Crawford was In look-
ing for you again —— maybe you can dodge her
this time.
Out did she want?
I dunno —- guess she thought she looked so well
from doing war work «— she wanted to put on a
show.
(LAT7GHS) ———- Trixle —— was that kind?
Well my gosh —— Waddya think a dame like that
would be tripping about for.
Maybe she is working — ~
Yeah -— maybe the war is over. ----- Or do wo-
men like that ever know Its begun
I think Mrs. Crawford has found it out ~
—
Yeah with Doug in prison and all —- maybe
trot just MAYBE. Jiggers here she comes.
Mra* C* Good morning Del —
—
DEL
i
I'm glad you cant beck —— I wanted to see you
Mrs. C, I oan't etay a minute — but I wanted to see you
Del — - and you too, Trixie -— I —— I Just
wanted to tell you both that I think you ehould
have thrown me out of the offlea for tha peat
two yeara —— -
DELt Why Mra* Crawford ——
-
Mra, Ct (LATOHS) — well you ahould buey aa you
Bre _«. 8nd me oomJng In with all aorta of ax-
tra thlnga for you to do for me —-~
DLL i Oh ~— we were glad to help you out »* ">
Mra. C. Thank you, my dear •-— for everything yofi've
dona for ma —— oh my -•*> hem I'm.a-rattllng
on — and I must hurry ——> I must meet Loulaa
_____ we're rolling bandages thla morning*
D<?Lt I thought you were in the motor eorpe ——
-
lira* C* I am —-- thla la Just between tlm«a—-~-
TRIHF.t You must ba pretty busy, Mra*Crewford,
Mra. 0* Everyone is m i but until the war la won -»~
we all have to work —— I 've been pretty much
of a eleoker, I guaaa —— but I'm going to
try to make up for it*
DELt Now don't eay that -—
-
Mra. C. ell it'a true — but from now on —— you'll
see* .... Heavena — I alwayo talk too much
I almply must daah —— 'bye girla
146
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DOOR CLOSE
TRIXIEt Well I'll be
DEL: Whew — If anybody told me that would hap-
pen, I'd never believe It
TRIXIEt Waddya think came over her?
DEL: I think I know,
TRIXIE: WhatT
DEL: Doug made her realize the war wasn't over.
TRIXIE: Yeah --—- the war has Just begun --— for Mrs.
Crawford.
MUSIC UP ANP OtIT
Sometimes It takea a pretty hard blow to make us
realize our responsibilities ~ yea —-- Mrs.
Crawford really means what she says now she
Is going to do her share In winning the war at
home. We have a great team ---— we Americans —
and we all have our placed to fill. But
we'll do our Jobs and shoulder our share.
That is the way we got America in the first place
-.» and that's the only way we can hope to keep
It.
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SCRIPT XII INFLATIONARY LIVING STANDARDS
MUSIC UP AND OUT
SOUND: TELBPHOH — RING TWICE
LAURA t Hallo yea Rose What? They're over-
charging? —— Well poopls have to live
— they can't sleep In the street. —— Yes,
ey too I don't see why If people are wil-
(FADE) I can't get excited about It —
ANNl Ho, one or two families can't start Inflation by
out-hiddinp others hut a million or more
families can —— ami there are 130 million
people in the United States controls must
stick to the rules. We've a job to do we
for our country and our security.
MUSIC U? AND OUT
SOUND: PBX BOARD
TRIXIEs Cunningham, Bryant, Crawford and Stotts —
—
Just a moment ---
AMELIA* Pardon me but is Mr. Bryant in?
TRIXIEt Ha is out in the plant would you care to
wait?
AMELIA
I
V.'ill it be all right?
TRIXIEs
AMELIA!
TRIXIEi
LIAl
TRIXIEi
AMELIA!
TRIXIEi
BRYANT!
AMELIA!
BRYANT!
SOUND!
Is there something I could do
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SOUND:
I wish someone could
Of course —
for you?
Oh —— I don't know
help me.
.
vhat's the matter.
Well —— nothing too serious I guess —
—
Oh
I hate to bother Jim —— hut we've known him
for years —— I'm from his home town
and he's such a darling*
Oh here he Is now ——-
—
Well of all things --— what brings you
here, Amelia? ——- Oee I'm glad to see you
_____ oome on In to my office.
You're not too busy?
Never too busy to talk to you ——-- gosh «—
~
You're a sight for sore eyes >»»*>
DOOR CLOSE
PBX BOARD
TRIXIF,! Cunningham, Bryant, Crawford and Stotts »nnn
Just a moment ——— Oh Del mi
DEL! What Is it?
TRIXIEi Ya better not go in to Mr. Bryant's office for a
while
DEL! Miy not?
TRIXIF! Well —~ he's sorta got complications —
DEL: Complications — What do you mean?
TRIXIEi Liasen —
—
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DELs Now Trlxle —— don't look bo like you're on
the trail of a counter-felter.
TRIXIE: Well ~—- she may not be counter felt —
but the little something who is In his office
with him now is the sort that makes big men fall
all over themselves to be helpful
DEL: What are you driving atT
TRIXIE: Oh —— nothing — but she thinks he is a
DARLING —— and he practically fell on his face
when he saw her.
DEL! Oh —
TRIXIE: Gee —»- Del — - I'm sorry —- but I thought
you ought to know —
DELt Well what difference would it make to me?
iRIXIFi Now honey little Trixle isn't as dumb as
she looks you know you think he's a great
guy. ———
—
DELt Of course I do ——— he's the best boss I ever
had.
TRIXIT": Yeah —•— and that's not all.
DEL
i
Don't be silly.
TRIXIE: Me Silly — gosh, Del —— get wise to your-
self —— here I was planning on going to a wed-
ding one of these days —— and then ••
DEL: Well?
TRIXIEt And then this little bunch of fluff arrives —
—
probably with nothing on her mind but yellow
hair and a yen to weep on Jim Bryant's shoulder.
DEL: Trlxle —- you're imagining things —
—
TRIXIE: I don't oare —- she's Just the type to break
up home
a
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DEL: Well --—— there's none to break up as far as
I can see.
TRIXIE:
so mad at you —— oh —— well Its none of
my business.
DEL: Now Trixie — (LAUGHS) don't get mad this
time «» i» I'll go right in there and brush her
off the place.
TRIXIE: Yeah —— sen you. —•-- Don't laugh though
MUSIC UP AND OUT
BRYANT: I've heard this housing situation is serious,
Amelia —-— but not that bad.
AMELIA: Honestly, Jim —— I've looked every place —
—
simply everyplace. And wa have to move next
week —— they won't let us stay.
BRYAHT
:
Vshat happened?
AMELIA! Well —— when Howard first came up here he
met a fellow who said we could rent this house
— a friend of his owned it . So we
did. —— Then when Bobs and 1 came —.— and
the expenses were to high — - I got to thinking
that maybe the sailing on this plaoe should be
lower
•
BRYANT Well, was it?
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AMELIA* I don't know
BRYANT: Can't you look it up?
,IA» It's not listed.
BRYANT: Not listed? ——- But all rentals must be list-
ed,
AMELIA
I
Not hero — they don't.
BRYANT: nmmmm black market, Eh?
AMELIA! That's what it amount to When I asked to
see the OPA celling slip m—- the man got mad -
—— »aid he was not going to rent the place any
nore —— and we'd have to move.
BRYANT: Did you report him?
AMELIA: No I didn't know who to report him to.
BRYANT: Why the OPA office —— that's how these birds
get away with that sort of thing —- people don't
report 'em —- well -— now what we have to do
is find a place for you.
AMELIA: Oh mm do you think you can?
BRYANT: Del Palmer can — if anyone can ~ she's a
whiz at anything.
MA: Oh -— oh mm Jim ~— do I see a flicker of
serious interest in your eye?
BRYANT: Huh? mm hey what are you hinting?
AMELIA! (LMJOHS) — Well this is the first time I've
ever heard that tone In your voice when you've
mentioned any girl and I've heard you men-
tion a lot of them.
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AMELIA!
SOUND!
BRYANT!
BOTH!
AMELIA!
BRYANT I
Mil
Oh you women ——
—
Uh huh —- that's another sign
What is?
You're mad —
—
I'm not — Its Just that any town who is mar-
ried always tries to rope the rest of the fellows
into matrimony.
That's right —— the ones who are hap py do
they want their friends to he happy too.
Veil lay off, will youf Del's a marve-
lous girl smart, interesting, good to look
at -— and a perfect secretary.
AND A GOOD COOK NO DOUBT.
I'll find out for you
Find out for yourself, silly (SIGHS) what
dopes you nice men are — right under your nose
and you don't even know it —«— of well ~
~
KNOCK ON DOOR
BRYANT! Come in.
SOUND! DOOR OP'^TT — CLOSE
Oh Del —- I want you to meet Amelia—- she's
from my home town.
How do you do —
We were talking about you —
—
Yos --- yes -- we — wore wondering if you could
find us e house.
Oh —- you need a house?
AMELIA! Yes awfully — you see when you're mar-
ried and
DEL: Oh —— you're going to be married?
AMELIA
t
(LATTCffiS) Oh no we are —
•
DRL» You are*
\TAj Oh yes —— wa'vo been married two years.
DEL: You —— have?
AMELIA! Yes and with the bah we simply have to have
a house •
DEL! Yes ] should think you would.
/MELIM And Jim said that If anybody could help us
you could -—
-
DELi Wen that's very kind of him —
BRYANT! Can you take Anelia down to Paul «- He'll help
you —
DEL! Of course but wouldn't you want to see the
places too?
BRYANT! Oh no — you get them fixed up —
~
AMI-XIAt But Mrs.
BRYANT! Oh Mrs. Bradatreet Is safe In your hands. Pel.
DEL! Mrs, Bradstreet ———
?
AWELIAt Oh (LATTOFS) Oh you thought
(LA"GKS) you thought
DEL! Well he said — can you find US a house —
AMELIA! Yes — yes you did Jim — Oh — won't Howard
love that?
Dtl: Why I'd LOVE TO BEL* you Mrs. Bradstreet
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AMELIA! Thank s Jim — and whan we get settled you'll
have to come out to dinner —- maybe Miss Pal-
mer will help me COOK It.
MUSIC 1 UP AND 00T
BILLTl Say Trixie
TRIXIEt Anything I can help you with?
BILLY
I
Well —— yeah —— maybe.
TRIXIEt Whaddya mean —~ maybe.
BILLTl Well — its sorta serious business I waits talk
about.
TRIXIEt And you don't think I can talk serious business.
BILLTJ Oh — sure — sure -— but ---
TRIXIEt Well'—
—
BILLY t But — well, I was wondering if -— oh gosh
Trixie, -— I want to oash in a couple of my
War Bonds —
—
TRIXIEt What for, Billy —- that is, if its any of my
business —- you know I remember you told me
you were saving them for college.
BILLY
t
Yeah — I know but wall, my girl went to
California — and she wants me to come out to
see her for my vacation.
TRIXIEt To California?
BILLY Yeah
TRIXIEt Well, for heaven's aakes — why don't you
talk?
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BILLYt Are you kiddln'?
TRIXIEt I'll say I'm not.
BILtYt Wall, you went,
TRIXIEt Yeah --- and that's why I'm tellin' ya ~ you've
more ohanca of getting there whole if you walk.
Anyhow. — there's more necessary travel now then
there was even when I went — and that trip was
awful.
BILLYt Well — gosh — I sure want to see her.
TRIXIEt Is she pretty, Billy?
BILLYj Yeah — 1^ think so — only not as pretty as you.
TRIXIE J (LAflGHS) Now, Billy you aren't going to get
me to side with you with flattery
BILLYt Then you don't think I should?
TRIXIKj Look, Billy — you'd oash in a couple of Bonds
that'd mean a lot to you latsr on — you'd have
a terrible trip -— and you'd not get to see
your girl very long. Then besides — you'd
be taking the place of somebody who really has
Important work to do — and who has to make
trips. See?
BILLYt Yeah — I guess so — that's what Mom said —
but gee — YOU went.
TRIXIEt Yeah ~ but I've learned a lotta lessons — Gosh
— I bet that was before I started to go to night
school?
BILLYt Say — are you going to night school?
X57
TRIXIEt Yeah isn't that a laugh?
BILLYt Well — no — hut how did it happen?
TRIXIEt Weil — it's a long story — I got mad when those
South American hoys came up here and started brag-
gin' about their country ~ so I want to the li-
brary to look up a few things to throw right back
at 'sin —
-
BILLYt (LfUOHS) and ended going to night school —- I
don't get it.
TRIXIEt Tell — it was interesting — and I found out I
didn't know much
BILLYt So now you are a little coed.
TRIXIEt So what?
BILLYt So I think you're swell.
SOUND? PBX BOARD
TRIXIEt Cunningham, Bryant, Crawford and Stotts. —— Just
a moment. Key — where 're you going?
BILLYt Baok where I came from.
TRIXIEt What about the Bonds?
BILLYt YOU sold me a bill of goods, Trijde, — I'll write
her Air Kail — and go to college,
MUSIC UP MID OUT
AMELIA
t
But this house couldn't be the one Mr. — what's
his name — said to go to
DELt Paul Thompson well — its the address —
AMELIAt AH right — you ring —
sound t k; :ocker
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DEL: (LAUGHS) A bell and a knocker —— well —
we'll try both.
WOMAN
t
Didja want something?
DEL: Yes — Mr. Thompson said you had an apartment to
rent.
WOMAN I Mr. Thompson did — well — come in —
AMELIA
j
Oh I don't think
WOMANt Its right here —— two rooms — and ya share
the bath at the end of th» hall.
AMELIA! It's rather dark and would you clem it
up before anyone moved in?
WOMJH : It's bean oleaned —— if ya don't like it -—
ya do it yourself. -—
-
AMELIA: How -— how much is it a month?
WOMAN: A hundred and fifty dollars.
DELl A MONTH?
WOMANt That's right
DEL: Is that the OPA ceiling price?
WOMAN: 3(ty —— do you want this place or don't you?
AMELIA
l
I — I don't think we do, thank you.
WOMANj Snoopers, huh? well you oan just get outa
here -— and fast — And if anybody asks ya —
This is my own apartment, see—- and I'm goln'
to live in It myself —— Git goin' now — Both
of ya — (FADE) and if ya think ya can report
me you'll find out they can't do a thing
MTTSTCl PP AND OPT
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MAISIE I
TRIXIEl
MAISIE
I
TRIXIEl
MA IE IT: l
TRIXIEl
MAISIE
t
trixiei
MAISIE
l
TRIXIEl
MA IS IE I
TRIXIYt
MAISIE!
TRIXIEl
MAISIE
t
TRIXIEl
MA ISIE I
Hi Trixle
Hello Malsle —«—
Gee Trixie —what's the matter —- you look
soared.
Me — soared? don't be filly I'm just
practicing a baby stare.
(GIGGLES) As if you had to practloe — Listen
Trixle — lets pet some steaks tomorrow and throw
a party? — Timroy and Joe are transferred. Let's
give them a boodbye party.
Haven't got enough points
Well Gee — we can go to that place over town —
you know -— we won't need points.
Nope.
Well for heaven sakes — what's the matter with
you.
nothing — I just won't pay six dollars for a
coupla steckB that's all.
Bell, we did before — and they were good too.
Yeah — but I'm busted.
How comet
I just am — that's all.
Gee — you're getting to be a regular drip -
ever slnee you started going with that South
American you've not been any fun at all.
Oh that didn't do it well maybe it did.
Well — he's gone now --- snap out of it.
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TRIXIEt Look, Malsie, -— let's have a spaghetti sup-
per.
MAIS IE: Oh Gee, — do you want to?
TRIXIEs Sure —
MAISlEi Gosh —— I thought you were giving me the brush
off.
TRIXIEs (LAUGHS) Oh — no — I Just gave steaks without
points the gate.
MAISIEs Well —- OK — we'll make a splurge with ham-
burger.
TRIXI^j See ya tonight —
—
SOUNDt FBX BO^RD
TRIXIEt
HP9XC
AMELIA:
DKLJ
AMELIA
:
DTi:
Cunningham, Bryant, Crawford and Stotta. ~—
—
Oh hello Del —— (FADE ) find a place? Ya
haven't yet — well say
UP AMD OUT
AMT.LIAt There -— the check for a month's rent and
thank you so much.
SOPHD; DOOR CLOSE
Whatever would I have done without you —
—
Well — at some of those places ~- I begin to
wonder what you'd do with me —- honestly -— I
wouldn't have believed it I was simply boil-
ing —
But we did get Just the kind of place I hoped
for
We have Trlxle to thank for that — when I called
in she said that she and Maisie heard that this
16X
DEL! family was being transferred — we were lucky
enough to be first to get there.
A "LIA: Imagine — walking all over — and then right in
your office you find the right lead
DEL, Just like the bluebird — on our door step.
AMELIA! Oh huh « a lot of things are on your door step-
- and you don't seem to see them —
—
DEL! What ever do you mean?
AMELIA: Oh nothing (LAUGHS) — but you've been so sweet
I do want you to come to dinner just as soon
as we're settled —
—
DEL! Why — I'd love to.
AMELIA! And — perhaps we could get it together — do
you like to cook?
DKLj i love to I'll make the pies.
AMELIA! Howard dotes on pie and I think I know of
someone else who would enjoy our cooking.
DELt Not the baby --
—
AMELIA! Noooo at least not for pie — (LAUOHS) but
I'll guarantee a good appetite I've had ex-
perience with it
DELi What are you talking about?
AMELIA! You'll find out and I'm thinking that you
ought to keep an eye open for another little house
one of these days.
'
MUSIC l UP AHP OUT
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ANN: Well, It looks as If Del could do all right find-
ing a house — and running it too -— she's had
a lot of experienoe helping others — and a good
job she's done too. Racketeers and black markets
are found in our nation ~— but if we all try
to stick to the rules perhaps we can stamp
out these outlaws. Report the people who try to
undermine our security and we will build to-
gether, a stronger America.
